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IN THE STUDIO | FABRICATIONS
Laid-back comfort is the word for Fall ’19, with soft, snuggly looks proliferating.
Vintage fabrications, in particular Sherpa, corduroy and handcrafted sweaters,
are re-emerging in a variety of looks slated for the season ahead.

Cozy
Comebacks
C
oncept III Founder David Parkes
saw his first Sherpa in 1963. He
started his career at pile and faux
fur maker Borg in the UK before
crossing the pond to Malden Mills
in 1976 to develop and merchandise the fabric (along with other sliver knits). At the
time, “the demand was super-high and the margins
were super-high” for Sherpa, he said.
In the 1980s, the fabric took a backseat to polar
fleece, only to have started gaining more traction
over the last two-to-three years. “I think Sherpa is
having a resurgence because the sliver knit machine
is extremely versatile,” explained Parkes, adding,
“It can offer many different fabrications because
you are dictating to each stitch which fiber type
will be blown into it.”
Sherpa, or faux shearling, is either 100 percent
polyester or a blend of polyester and acrylic. Wool
can also be introduced into the mix. As the yarn
forms a jersey stitch, fiber is blown into the stitch
to present a high pile fabric. It is a very practical
fabric and hard wearing, with abrasion resistance
and a good warmth value.
Toad&Co’s Sherpa reinterpretation takes on a
1970s campy, feel-good vibe. “It’s a look back to
simpler times that align with the free spirit of getting out and experiencing life on the trail under
the open sky,” said Kyle Boettcher, VP design/
merchandising/supply. The Telluride Sherpa Jacket
mixes fashion and outdoor in a reversible number
with either an on-trend Sherpa exterior or functional DWR face. “You can dress it up, down, or
wear it on the trail,” commented Boettcher. The
brand’s Sherpa is derived from wool (along with
polyester and nylon), carrying the properties of
that original performance fabric. A Hutton Sherpa

Toad&Co’s Telluride
Sherpa Jacket, Indigo
Flannel LS Shirt, Primo
SS Crew and 5 Pocket
Mission Ridge Pant.

IN THE MARKET | VOICES
Jill Dumain Provides a Vision for bluesign Looking from the Inside Out. By Emily Walzer

A System Built on Sustainability

A NEW OUTLOOK
ON FUNCTIONALITY
IS FRAMED FOR
WELLBEING BENEFITS

Jacket contains 80 percent recycled polyester. It’s
a touch of 70s, complemented by a hint of 90s,
which are currently playing off each other in the
marketplace.
Calming Corduroy
A little over 10 years ago, during the financial
crisis, men’s corduroy blazers on the runway
mimicked the U.S.-manufactured, mass-produced
variety popular with the working class in the late
1800s during the Long Depression. Corduroy’s
vertical cut-pile stripes (formed by an extra system
of filling yarns in the fabric) make for a workhorse
– a perfect fit for college students and beatniks in
the 1960s. In the late 1970s and 80s, preppy-types
and surfers caught on to the campy cloth, only to
have the fabric return in ’90s grunge, paired with
flannel shirts.
Fall 2019’s corduroy from prAna is less fussy.
prAna design director, Andrea Cirque-Austin said
it “evokes a nostalgic feeling that is comforting in
this fast-moving world.” Employed as an alternative to denim, corduroy brings
a fancy feel to casualwear. For Retro
men, designers created a yarn dye Returns
plaid in corduroy for shirtings. For with
women, a washed-down pigment Modern
look was used in several styles
Appeal
to create a “dimensional effect
that gives these easy-wearing styles personality,” according to the exec. Corduroy is sprinkled
throughout the prAna women’s line in a shirting
dress, skirt, shrunken trucker jacket and slim leg
pants. Meanwhile, Toad&Co’s corduroy is breathable, long lasting and contains three percent stretch,
making it incredibly wearable. “We can now do
trend silhouettes whereas in the past, you had to

BY EMILY WALZER
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Jill Dumain, bluesign CEO

he world of performance

of Studio 317, a softer side of perfor-

longer the case. Now there is a meeting

is shifting as innova-

mance that advocates healthy lifestyle

in the middle as fashion and sport come

tion quickens its pace

and prevention is what’s happening now.

together.”

and strives to stay

“Think of it in terms of multi-channel tech;

At Portland, OR-based Studio 317,

relevant in an active/

consumers now want a multi-channel

LeMay’s technical expertise blends with

lifestyle market that is

wardrobe: Apparel that is versatile, good

DeCourcy’s background in high-end

constantly on the go.

looking, comfortable and functional,” says

luxury to innovate without sacrificing

A new holistic approach is emerging,

LeMay, adding, “These days, consum-

function or fashion. The result: a modern

taking the hard edge off of performance.

ers have access to any and every brand

aesthetic that captures this softer side

New technologies focus not only on

out there — globally — so they have a

of performance.

responsibly made product engineered

wider scope of what they want and like

Jessica Hemmer, founder of Cincinnati-

to promote functionality for physical

to wear. This perspective has opened

based Hemmer Designs, sees performance

health, but also on emotional durability.

the door to new looks and new brands.”

as being a way to empower people.

If wellness is the new workout, how is

LeMay’s business partner Michelle

She queries: “How can we build better

the industry reframing performance to

DeCourcy, frames today’s outlook this

products that enable people to perform

address the big picture?

way: “It used to be two separate worlds

at their highest ability? How are we

— Fashion and Sport — but that is no

making products that enable people to

According to Elizabeth LeMay, founder

ill Dumain’s departure from Patagonia
may have raised a few eyebrows, however her extensive
industry experience and passion for environmental
responsibility makes her new role as bluesign CEO a
no-brainer. Her 27-year tenure at Patagonia included
leadership positions, innovative project launches and
the introduction of bluesign tools and systems at the
Ventura, CA firm. Throughout her career Dumain has
been involved with the Organic Exchange, Textile
Exchange and the Sustainability Working Group at the
Outdoor Industry Association, in addition to serving
as Chairman of bluesign technologies’ Advisory Board
from 2011 representing brands. Since 2000, when Peter
Waeber debuted the input-based textile supply chain
management system, bluesign has been instrumental in
reducing harmful chemicals in textile production and
raising eco-awareness from fiber
to finished goods. Here, Dumain
demystifies the bluesign process
and offers her fresh perspective
on what distinguishes the system
and future objectives.
Even within the outdoor
industry, a marketplace fairly
well educated about supply
chain certifications, bluesign
is still something of a mystery.
What is the easiest way to
understand the value of
bluesign?
“One of my colleagues calls
bluesign the ‘easy’ button for
the industry yet we all know
the complexity when dealing
with chemicals in a complicated
supply chain.
We begin at the chemical
supplier’s manufacturing site
with an audit to ensure they
can manufacture the chemicals
properly. This is looking at the
control of air emissions, water
discharge, and protection for
the workers in addition to the

manufacturing process of the chemical products. We
want to ensure the chemical producer has the required
know-how that they can produce without harm to people
or their surroundings. After their site is approved, they
become a bluesign system partner and can move onto
submitting their chemical products for assessment. We
run it through our tool that looks at environmental and
health considerations (end points in toxicology jargon)
and either approve or reject it. The chemicals that make
it through the assessment are then put onto our positive
list of chemicals that we call the bluefinder. This enables
the chemical supplier to label their chemical products as
bluesign approved. The bluefinder is the sourcing tool
for safe chemistry for the textile mills.
Next, the textile mill has two choices. They can buy the
bluefinder to help them source better chemistry or they
can become a bluesign system partner. The bluefinder
helps them to replace chemicals that are forbidden by
MRSLs (Manufacturers Restricted Substances Lists)
and RSLs (Restricted Substance Lists). When I was
working for a brand I always wanted my mills to avoid
‘regrettable substitutions’ when working with chemistry.
The bluefinder helps a textile mill to choose a wise
replacement when one of their chemicals in use contains
substances that can be found on one of the restrictive
lists. If they choose to become a system partner then
they will also go through a site audit with similar criteria
to the chemical supplier to ensure the same protections
move along the supply chain. If their site is approved
and they become a system partner using bluefinder
chemistry, they are also able to label their products as
bluesign approved.
The last step moving this direction in the supply chain
is the brand selling to consumers. They are the front
facing business that has to answer the questions of many
inquiring minds. We have put in place a new tool for
brands in the last year and that is a brand assessment.
This is designed to give them an evaluation, gap analysis
and action plan on their current environmental, health
and safety (EHS) program with a focus on the evaluation
of mostly textile mills to help them to understand and
manage the riskier aspects of their existing supply
chains. In addition to the brand assessment, brand
system partners also have access to the deep knowledge
that bluesign has in textile chemistry, the community of
likeminded companies and a tool to implement deep in
their supply chains. And if implemented to our criteria,
they can also label their products as a bluesign product.”
The “cost of compliance” has become an industry
talking point. How do you engage in that conversation
and is bluesign designed to cater to small companies
as well as large firms?
“Cost is always part of the discussion and it has to
be. We know the challenges in our industry but I am a
firm believer that we have to figure out the economic
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OUT OF CONTEXT

Local-for-Local Manufacturing Coming to a Market Near You.

SUITINGUP
Swim Makes Waves as Consumers Seek Warm-Weather Getaways Year-round. By Suzanne Blecher

W

ith consumers spending more on experiences, travel
skirt or jacket, and grab lunch with friends before picking up the kids
is on the rise. People these days are chasing the
at camp,” explains the exec. With performance in mind, the Lycra Xtra
sun around the globe and filling their suitcases and
Life fiber is popular among swimwear brands such as Coco Reef, Athleta
backpacks with swimwear. This trend, along with
and Beach House. The fiber offers 10x more resistance to chlorine, UV
an infusion of lifestyle wear-ability has the category
rays and sunscreen than unprotected spandex.
morphing into “beach.” These category shifts — not
New and emerging brands are pushing stalwarts like Body Glove “to
to mention swimwear being a natural on Instagram
be creative,” according to Body Glove marketing director Nick Meistrell.
— are giving way to new looks, eco-friendly textiles, more inclusive
“We are always seeing new styling, colors and fabrics,” says the exec.
sizing and a selling season that now extends to 365 days a year.
Consumers are constantly asking for texture, as well as more environThere used to be a set time for swimwear for summer and holiday,
mentally sustainable fabrics, he noted. The brand will be launching a
new offering of more eco-friendly swimsuits in January 2020.
“but those timings are not as defined as they used to be,” notes
Mike Simko, Hyosung global marketing director – textiles. Simko’s
Eco is also the word for Seea, which has been using recycled fabrics
colleague Simon Whitmarsh-Knight also attributes the shift to “a link
for several years now and has produced locally in California since
with the functional and wellness trend” with watersports including
day one. “Most of our resources are being focused in eco fabrics
SUP, kayaking and open swimming garnering popularity as ways to
without compromising performance and durability. In our case, we
stay active in the water.
are experimenting with quick-dry fabrics and versatile fabrics that
Online retailer Carbon38, for example, offers a “Sun Shop” that
can be used in and out of the water,” Seea founder Amanda Chinchelli
carries swim-related apparel and accessories for travel, daytime,
says. While swimwear used to be exclusively related to looking sexy,
physical, water and evening activities. “The Beach” section of the
“Women are demanding suits that are designed with real bodies in
Swim Collective tradeshow debuted in August 2018, featuring highermind, therefore larger sizes and more comfortable cuts that allow
end resort wear, cover ups and sun protection apparel as well as
them to play without always feeling their reproductive organs being
exposed,” the exec notes.
unique towels, hats, footwear and other accessories from brands
Similarly, direct retailer Summersalt touts “fashion + funclike OluKai and Reef.
“Social media and social influencers have played a huge
tion” and “comfort over sexiness” in its marketing. The firm
role in the transition of the swimwear industry featuring
also boasts “hardworking” options for beach travel and
“designer quality at the best price.”
swimwear, swim accessories and beach accessories as
fashion statements at festivals around the world,” says
Alas, the swimwear category does have room for
Sustainability
Jane Preston, VP of sales for Swim Collective. Thanks
improvement. Growth in online ordering becomes
Spotlight
to year-round demand for product, Preston’s winter
super-challenging when consumers purchase five
swimsuits online to try on, only to return four of
show has also taken off. New types of exhibitors
Eco materials trending in the
have emerged on the apparel and sun protection
them. Body Glove is one brand working to try
swimwear/beach
space:
side of the market, as well as apparel brands
and manage returns as efficiently as possible.
like Kendall + Kylie and Johnny Was, who have
Two years ago, Seea’s Chinchelli started to
Econyl
introduced swim to their apparel followers.
receive requests from retailers to deliver their
Regenerated nylon made from
“The play with activewear and swimwear
Resort collection earlier, so she obliged, adding
manufacturers and buyers crossing over led
one delivery extra drop. “It has been very
landfill and ocean nylon waste
us to launch our Active Collective show (for
challenging on the production side because
Repreve
fashion athleisure),” comments Preston.
we show our new collection in June, July
and August, which doesn’t give us enough
Recycled performance polyester
Opportunities Beyond the Pool
time to receive orders from our wholesale
Heve
“I’ve seen in swim trends that conaccount and plan production with proper
Plant-based rubber used for wetsuits
sumers want versatility in their swim
lead times,” she explains. However, on a
apparel,” comments Pattie Ficorilli, senior
positive note, it has improved cash flow
Organic Cotton
account manager for the Lycra Company.
to start selling earlier in the year and have
For beach lifestyle cover-ups, tops
“Consumers want to go to the beach, club
fresh product online for travelers seeking
suits for winter travel to beachy locales. l
or pool and then add a layer, perhaps and
and sweatshirts

Strategies
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Seea Bondi Surf Suit.
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Made
Today,
Delivered
Tomorrow

A

s textile supply chains continue to adjust to
market shifts, closer-to-source manufacturing
of customized product delivered to customer
doorsteps in a flash is gaining ground in
the textile industry. The advantages of this
emerging model include inventory savings,
waste reduction and sustainable solutions,
not to mention the ability to create product
that satisfies today’s consumers in terms of
design, aesthetics and fit needs.
Responsiveness is key these days as the business world prioritizes
speed and convenience. The shorter lead times and improved customer
service of a local-for-local approach is just the ticket. In addition, local-tolocal manufacturing aligns with new industry thinking about curbing over
production. “What we’re seeing are more startups and brands focused
on loyal tribes of consumers with a particular interest,” said Ed Gribbin,
an apparel/textile industry veteran, who describes the current trend as
“product made to order, made locally and not over-produced.” He suggests
that going forward production will take place all around us.

48 • Textile Insight ~ November/December 2018
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Sip and Shop Retail

Closer-to-source manufacturing was highlighted as a top trend for 2019 in
a recent webinar on important issues and industry innovation. Sponsored
by the company Inspectorio in association with PI Apparel, Inspectorio
co-founder Fernando Moncayo Castillo served as moderator of a discussion led by Gribbin, who outlined industry trends and answered questions
from listeners. Inspectorio, a software-as-a-service company based in
Minneapolis, MN, specializes in machine learning to make autonomous
systems for monitoring quality and compliance.
Local-for-local, on demand manufacturing is reaching a tipping point.
Gribbin noted that there has been significant development in the past
year. “How this impacts supply chains in the years ahead is going to be
very interesting,” said Gribbin, whose new venture, Gribbin Strategic LLC,
focuses on growth strategy and operational efficiency in supply chain
product development.
A webinar listener asked how the local-for-local trend is impacting Asian
factories. “We may not see it coming, but the end of the mass market is
upon us,” Gribbin responded. “We are moving away from markets of millions and millions of people into millions and millions of markets of few.
That has huge impact on factories in Asia; they will produce product, but
more will produce for local markets.” Gribbon cited recent stats from the
AAFA that show that while China is still the largest supplier, it is exporting
less, with numbers dropping in recent years. “Vietnam and Bangladesh
numbers are up, but overall we are getting away from huge orders to
smaller lots that are more frequent,” said Gribbin, adding, “Smart vendors
already see it coming.”

by Kurt Gray

Consumers are
less and less
content with
endless racks
of mediocrity
and more and
more focused on
environmental
impact and
personal
responsibility.

Change at the Micro(factory) Level
Gribbin, who held high-level posts at Alvanon for 20 years, singled out
a handful of companies he has come in contact with lately that are innovating the local-for-local model, and serve as good examples of how the
supply chain dynamic is changing. These include OnPoint Manufacturing,
Nextwave, Ministry of Supply, ShareCloth and Fame and Partners. Each
has a slightly different approach to how they manage inventory and other
services but the underlying defining factor is a more responsive model
and targeted approach to sourcing.
Recently Gerber Technology announced a partnership with OnPoint
Manufacturing, based in Florence, AL and PAAT, Inc., out of Nashville, TN
in the launch of FashionTech Platform 1.0. The new venture will operate,
and offer the benefits of, a demand-generated microfactory. This “purchase-activated
model” includes software, equipment and conCOMPANIES TO WATCH
sulting with a digitally integrated e-commerce
and on-demand design to print, cut and sew.
Nextwave, Buford, GA, is the
According to a statement from Gerber,
lead integrator for an On-Demand
FashionTech Platform 1.0 eliminates costly
Apparel MicroFactory that can take
inventory and re-defines just-in-time manua 3D virtual sample and produce it
facturing, so production adjusts as demands
in real time.
fluctuate – allowing products to be produced
www.nextwavems.com
more efficiently and sold at full retail price
ShareCloth helps online apparel
without heavy discounting.
retailers sell prior to manufacturing
“We have been working with Gerber for
as a means of guarding against
several years now,” said J. Kirby Best, chairtraditional risks inherent in the
man of OnPoint Manufacturing and PAAT.
fashion business.
“We are continually refining our approach to
www.sharecloth.com
mass customization and we believe adding
Gerber’s full suite of software and automated
Fame and Partners is a vertically
cutting systems will help us to dramatically
integrated online fashion retailer,
improve our speed and efficiency.”
with offices in Los Angeles and
OnPoint Manufacturing (OPM) specialSydney, focused on customizable,
made-to-order fashion, keen on
izes in purchase-activated on-demand mass
sustainability with a near zerocustomization of apparel. Its factory model
waste process.
automates and integrates almost every aspect
www.fameandpartners.com
of the manufacturing process from order
entry to delivery. l

SPECIALTY RETAILERS thrive on differentia-

tion. Whereas a department store has an
outerwear section stocked with raincoats,
a specialty store has a boutique selection of
lightweight rain jackets, and breathable rain
jackets and pants, in addition to all kinds of
add-on rain oriented products. The stories
surrounding how these specialized items
differ from their more pedestrian cousins are
the foundation of the outdoor specialty trade.
Shopping at a knowledgeable dealer means
you’re going to get something unexpected
or extra. In other words, specialty shops sell
outdoor expertise just like Porsche sells cars,
i.e. “you won’t need this much performance
but isn’t it fun to know you own it?”
The specialist provides the story and
the customer creates the dream. Today’s
consumers are hungry for that special
combination of wishful fulfillment. We devour
online reviews searching for nuggets of
precise satisfaction while seeking out cultural
“influencers” to pre-select the best solutions
to our first world problems.
No longer are we content with owning
mass-produced junk, the postmodern
cultural ethos is for there to be positive
value in the things we buy. The products
should be recycled, or durable, or be locally
made, or have provided a living wage for
the maker. The point is consumers are
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less and less content with endless racks
of mediocrity and more and more focused
on environmental impact and personal
responsibility. In a marked shift that reminds
me of my grandmother’s values, people
now want less stuff with more meaning.
Our relationship with our possessions is
beginning to transcend price.
Increasingly destination indoor brick and
mortar retail shopping is being challenged
by experiential “happenings” as consumers turn to fairs, festivals and parking lot
flea markets to
satisfy their desire
Interesting
for more exciting
Products
and meaningful
Are Sold By
consumption.
Interesting
“Sip and shop”
People.
is the new mantra,
with fair trade
coffee, craft wine
or micro brewed beer providing the social
lubricant in even the most banal locations.
The pop-up atmosphere mixed with strolling
adults nosing about vendor booths while
enjoying their time out is evocative of festivals and street markets throughout history.
The creativity, hard work and human touch
involved with this kind of commerce feels
real and immediate and satisfying. It’s fun.
Outdoor retailers should be royalty at these

outdoor venues. They are knowledgeable,
pragmatic and robust people that would fit
right into any pop-up environment. They
can advise customers about what kind of
clothing will be comfortable and what sort of
footwear reliable for any trip, anywhere. You
know how people love to think, plan, talk
about their travel plans and outdoor retailers
are all about the idea of living out of a bag,
pack or van. The specialty outdoor retailer
has always been part hero, part educator and
part cheerleader. They provide a structure
and language for the outdoor world that
would easily translate to outdoor markets.
That brings us to the most important
point, outdoor retailers like to talk to people
and enthusiastically prescribe product. It’s
what they do. They are advocates for their
customers whom they treat like family; and
that is the trait that aligns them most closely
with the street fair scene. You see, customers
just want to be listened to, told the truth,
and given the space to make their own
decisions. After all, people buy interesting
things after talking with interesting people
who are interested in them. l
Disclaimer: Mr. Gray has found that sipping
and shopping leads to a lot of bathroom
hopping. His opinions and tiny bladder are his
own and the Publisher may not share them.
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Footwear Design and Innovation
WASTE RE-IMAGINED

FOOTWEAR | OUTDOOR SPECIALTY

The Hottest Looks Have Performance to Spare — and Relevance Off the Trail. By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

Brands Bet on Materials to Advance Sustainability in Animal-Free Styles. By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

Sanuk Chiba Journey

he outdoor market loves its kicks. And in this market, performance rules. Whether it’s hiking boots, trail runners, paddlesports sandals or styles suited for travel, footwear is a critical piece of gear in almost every category. And performance rules:
These are looks that are purpose-built to perform — in the outdoors and (often) around town. No one knows this better than
outdoor retailers, who are fitting all kinds of shoppers for all kinds of adventures, from summiting the peaks of Kilimanjaro
to a family hike to a runner who wants to mix it up on the trails. There’s not one customer, and they don’ t have one need.
But all of them are expecting shoes that deliver when it counts. Here, outdoor shops sound off on the functional features that
their customers are requesting, and their three biggest material-need trends for the Spring ’19 season.

Brands
cite both
consumer
egan footwear is on the rise. According
demand for
to retail technology and analytics firm Edited, the number
and their
of new animal-product-free footwear options has grown
own internal dramatically in the U.S, making up 32 percent of new
styles in January, versus only 16 percent of new looks
goals for
How Big Is Vegan Now?
the year before.
sustainable
That growth tracks with what consumers are demand“There’s no question vegan is growing and will become
The OrthoLite® Hybrid ing.
formulation
newest
game-changing
eco-friendly
Accordingistoour
a survey
of American
consumers
a bigger and bigger part of our range; the demand is
production
commissioned
by Footwear
Insight from
Mesh01,
definitely there,” Galahad Clark, founder of UK natural
technology. We developed
this unique
patent-pending
formula
by60blending
as the
percent of respondents said that it was either “very”
motion line Vivobarefoot, said. Clark said younger con™ motivation
our OrthoLite® postproduction
wasteimportant
foam, recycled
rubber,
proprietary
or “somewhat”
that the shoes
theyand
buy be
sumers especially are demanding animal-free products.
completely
free
of animal
byproducts.
Andreduce
48 percent
Zachary
foam. The benefi
t — 20%
total
recycled
content,
waste and
closeOsness, VP of global sales and merchandisfor open-cell
changes.
of respondents said they would be willing to pay more
ing for insole and footwear maker Sole, agreed. “In the
™

ORTHOLITE®

HYBRID
Salomon Techamphibian 4

TECHNOLOGY

Keen Terradoro EVO

the loop while deliveringfor
onvegan-friendly
the OrthoLite®
comfort and performance promise.
styles.
last few years, we have seen a significant uptick in the
Of OrthoLite®
course, non-leather
footwear is nothing new. The
The only thing as good as
is OrthoLite®.

number of consumers and retailers asking for veganfriendly options,” he said.
But what might surprise you is how much business
some brands are already doing in the space.
Magnus Wedhammar, GM and VP for Goleta, CA-based

increased availability of performance synthetic textiles
and more sophisticated manufacturing techniques
have fueled growth in non-leather footwear for decades
across almost all categories — as, certainly, have the
N
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OrthoLite® is the only branded insole manufacturer that controls every facet
of production—from ideation to chemistry to prototypes to delivery.
We own the factories, patented the formulations and obsess over
every detail. That’s how we provide our brand partners
with the world’s most comfortable, best performing
eco-conscious insoles and unrivaled service. With
our relentless innovation and deep commitment
to our brand partners, it’s no wonder over

350 leading
brands choose
OrthoLite®.
Since our

first game-changing formulation 20 years ago,
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Bearpaw Elle Tall and Elle Short

every open-cell foam insole we’ve made uses

N

5% recycled rubber content. Now, with our exclusive

Water-Friendly Means Vacation-Friendly
“VERSATILE” CONTINUES TO BE A MAJOR BUZZWORD IN OUTDOOR

footwear, and retailers who spoke to Textile Insight said that getting wet is a critical part of that feature set.
“People want something that can go on the trail but can also
paddle and then also go out to lunch,” Kate Westphal of Rutabaga
Paddlesports in Madison, WI says. Astral has been a critical brand
in that space, she says, making sneakers with rugged outsoles and
drainage and an expanded hike collection of styles that “go from
trail to water to dinner pretty effortlessly.” The $140 TR1 Merge boot
from the Asheville, NC-based brand is a great example, Westphal
says: a grippy rubber outsole with aggressive lugs and stabilizing heel counter perform on the trail, but the drainage ports and
quick-drying canvas upper keep it water-friendly. While the store
initially brought it in for customers planning trips with plenty of

patented OrthoLite® Hybrid™ and recycled technologies,

portages, Westphal says it’s been embraced by a much broader
selection of people who want a lightweight summer boot.
Jake Crowe, buyer for Okemos, MI-based Playmakers, agrees:
“We’re really looking at very functional summer travel styles,” he
says. “Our customer is very casual and laid-back. They might go
on a river-rafting excursion on vacation but they’re not necessarily river rafters. They want a shoe that can do a little bit of
everything.”
Crowe says the store was impressed by the update to Salomon’s
$110 Techamphibian style. The Techamphibian 4 has a sleeker,
more sneaker-y design designed to make it both trail- and streetappropriate. Quick-dry meshes and the brand’s Contagrip rubber
on the outsole keep wearers ultra-stable on both slippery rock
and on the trails.

we can create various levels of eco content from 5% to 98%.
OrthoLite® insoles perform like nothing else out there—
bringing new consumers to our brand partners and giving
brand loyalists yet another reason to keep coming back.
Comfort & Performance—Driven by Innovation.
www.ortholite.com
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lower prices of many synthetics when compared with
leathers and suedes. But creating truly vegan styles
means more than just not using leather. Calling a
product vegan means digging into the supply chain and
manufacturing processes to ensure that the adhesives,
glues, and all the components are animal-free too, a
more daunting challenge.
But as demand grows, more and more brands have
been dipping a toe into the animal-free market. And to
that end, we asked brands active in the vegan space
— both newly and longstanding — what trends they’re
seeing in the field. Here, they sound off on consumer
motivation, growth potential and the materials the
matter.

NA

Flash Forward
Color the climbing world ready: At Outdoor Retailer,
Italian outsoling master Vibram debuted its newest

The New
Vegan Footwear

O

Vibram’s XS Flash 2 compound is non-marking and comes in colors other than black.

Spring Heat
The temperature-regulating properties of wool
have made it a staple in cold-weather footwear: Cozy
shearling linings, felted slippers and warm plaid fabrics are classics for a reason. But this season, more
and more footwear brands are following the lead of
apparel specialists (and casual-world trendsetters
like Allbirds) and bringing wool into spring styles
for the same temperature-modulating reasons.
Irvine, CA-based OluKai is making wool the focus in
its $110 Pehuea Li sneaker, and Vancouver, BC-based
Sole is following up its fall Jasper Wool Eco Chukka
(created in conjunction with sustainable apparel
label United By Blue) with the $85 Jasper Eco Flip,
which features ethically sourced merino wool and
recycled PET in the engineered mesh strap.
For natural movement specialist Vivobarefoot, a
partnership with Woolmark for spring ’20 is critical
to its commitment to looking for materials that are
either biological, recycled or natural. To that end,
it worked with Woolmark to put the material (along
with Tencel and leathers from Leather Working Group
Gold-rated tanneries) in two of its classic styles, the
Primus Knit ($180) and Magna Trail Leather ($220).
“Merino wool’s natural breathability and temperature regulation make it an excellent option for
us when designing shoes that are comfortable all
year-round,” said Karla Peckett, creative director,
Sole and ReCork. “It’s also soft to the touch, making it
perfect for the uppers of barefoot-friendly shoes and
sandal straps. Most people associate wool with heavy,
warm clothes, but when used in a light, flexible knit,
it provides a naturally sustainable, versatile material
that can keep you more comfortable than a synthetic
equivalent. More and more it’s becoming recognized
as the comfortable, sustainable material it is.”

Feet
First

SUSTAINABLE INNOVATION FOR MAXIMUM
COMFORT AND PERFORMANCE

I

Material
Stories

he desire to make
shoes faster, lighter,
more durable, more
cushioned or just plain
more comfortable has
driven some of the biggest franchises in the
footwear world. (After
all, where would Nike
be without Air?) But
as consumers look to simplify their wardrobes and
pare back on specialized kicks, it’s technologies that
offer function with fashion — or vice versa — that
have been attracting heat. Even in the performanceobsessed outdoor world, there’s a renewed interest
in materials that get the job done in the harshest
conditions but that quietly make life better for the
wearer while running errands or walking to work, too.
Here, exciting new material stories — look for
them soon on the trail, or at a tavern, near you.

Control Freaks

FOOTWEAR | VEGAN MATERIALS

Retailers Sound Off on What Tech Outdoor Shoppers Really Want in their Footwear. By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

G

FOOTWEAR / INNOVATION

Sole Chukka
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FOOTWEAR | ATHLEISURE

FOOTWEAR | FALL ’18 OUTLOOK

A Performance Package that Delivers Style & Comfort via Engineered Materials. By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

Compelling Material Breakthroughs for the Year to Come. By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

The Athleisure Equation
Brands looking
to target the
athleisure
customer are
upgrading
their materials,
shaping their
sock liners and
bringing their
A-game to the
marketplace.

F

ive years after it burst into the popular consciousness, athleisure is still on fire, knocking off sales in other
categories and dominating the conversation. But as the
market has evolved, it’s become clear that the term is
hardly just another way of saying “casual sneakers.”
There’s a performance package that wearers have come
to expect, even from styles they never intend to take to
the gym: They want stylish shoes that read as on-trend,
but deliver more. And the key elements? There are two
that brands — and consumers — keep coming back to.
One is ease: Slip-on or one-handed styles dominate, which
means three-way stretch uppers, fabrics with soft hands
like neoprene, and jersey-lined leathers and synthetics that
allow barefoot wear. And the second is comfort. Brands
looking to target the athleisure customer are upgrading
their materials, shaping their sock liners and bringing
their A-game to the marketplace; some are even bringing
in the same technologies found in their premium athletic
collections. Here, Textile Insight looks at the techy ways
five brands are balancing their performance stories with
the easy-wear look that’s moving the marketplace.

FIRST AT IT. STILL AT IT.
FOOTWEAR | UPPERS

Danner Caprine, MSRP $150. Available March,
2019. Features a breathable textile and nubuck
upper and a grippy Vibram outsole.

Mammut Saentis Knit Low, MSRP $179. This Spring
2019 style has a hybrid upper with an elastic 3D knit
sock construction.

footwear firms are making new
technologies the centerpieces of
2018 products. From underfoot
cushioning breakthroughs to
sophisticated sensors to a
new waterproof wool, athletic

Jordan Standard
The Jordan brand made its name as the vanguard in
performance basketball shoes, pushing the envelope in
tech and in aesthetics. (Let us not forget that it was the
Jordan 1’s bold, against-the-rules color scheme, not its
tech specs, that made it a game-changer.) That attitude is
manifestly in evidence with the brand’s latest release, the
Tinker Hatfield-designed Standard. The $140 shoe, which
released April 30, takes inspiration from the 2004 Nike
Sock Dart running style. A tonal all-black or all-white color
palette, the Jordan brand’s iconic elephant print on the
midfoot strap and the instantly eye-catching “feathered
leather” on the forefoot pay homage to sneaker

shoes and outdoor boots have
performance stories to tell.

Khombu Jess, MSRP $40. Casual, knit sneaker style.
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Going Under
Baltimore-based Under Armour is looking to its new
Hovr platform to help it make headway in the competitive
running market. The material, an olefin-based polymer
developed with Dow Chemical, is designed to give what
Under Armour SVP of global footwear Topher Gaylord
called a “zero-gravity feel.” The material, the company
said, has a super-springy feel with a lot of energy return
— but still gives the wearer a cushioned feel underfoot.
The material is used in a rim and core construction, and
wrapped in the brand’s Energy Web textile to direct
energy return back to the wearer — or, as Gaylord put it
in a presentation to retailers at The Running Event conference and trade show, to “cage the animal.”
The technology debuts Feb. 1 in two models: the $120
Hovr Phantom and the $100 Hovr Sonic. Per chief design
officer Dave Dombrow, the Hovr family of styles will
expand, possibly into more athletic categories, for future
seasons. And the two launch styles have one more key
piece of technology underfoot: the shoes will both be
offered with a Bluetooth-enabled sensor as part of the
brand’s Connected fitness platform. (Connected styles will
retail for $10 more apiece than non-Connected models.)
The improved passive sensor, which syncs automatically
with the brand’s new MapMyRun app (also launching Feb.
1), will track not only distance, but also cadence, stride
length and splits.

The Under Armour Hovr Sonic features the brand’s new Hovr
platform. The material, an olefin-based polymer developed with
Dow Chemical, is designed to give a “zero-gravity feel.”

textileinsight.com

The NEW Outdoor Retailer Show Cycle.

Knit Benefits

New year, new innovation —

The Jordan Standard has an
elephant print midfoot strap and a
“feathered leather” forefoot.
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Brands List OF
Reasons
Why this Modern Look Has
Staying Power. By Cara Griffin
20 YEARS
ECO-FRIENDLY
PERFORMANCE

Footwear
Gets
Futuristic

OluKai Miki Li
When Hawaii-inspired brand OluKai launched its first
explicitly athleisure style for Spring ’18, the goal was
creating a shoe that could work for a full Hawaiian day:
water-friendly, hike-able and stylish. Aesthetically, the
$130 Miki Li checks all the athleisure boxes: it has a low
profile, streamlined look and an island-inspired pastel
color palette, with the brand’s signature leather accents.
But the technical element was critical: Grippy rubber
and razor siping on the sole keep the wearer stable on
wet surfaces, and the stretchy upper and drop-in heel
make it easy-on, easy-off. And of course, comfort is key:
a jersey lining makes it ready for barefoot wear, and a
removable, washable anatomical footbed made of dualdensity PU with a gel insert is designed to cradle the
foot. The style will be carried over for Spring ’19 in new
colorways — but expect more to come. Blaine Conrad,
VP of product for the Irvine, CA-based brand, said plans
to expand into more athleisure styles are in the works.

year—recycling it into every OrthoLite® insole. We’ve been doing
it since we made our very first product, and we’ve done it for
the billions we’ve made ever since. The only thing as good as
OrthoLite® is OrthoLite®.
Scarpa Gecko Air, MSRP $130. This Spring 2019 style
blends an approach-capable outsole with a stretchy,
knit sock-like upper. Intended as a lifestyle shoe.

What are the benefits of a knit upper?

“You can
also offer
some pretty
cool graphic
and texture
elements
in knit
uppers to
enhance the
aesthetics.”
www.ortholite.com
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making a scarf, you just cut the thread at the end. The
scrap material leftover is almost nothing.”
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OUTDOOR RETAILER SNOW SHOW

JANUARY 30-FEBRUARY 1, 2019
DENVER, COLORADO

MARK MATTHEWS, SCARPA

“The benefits of a knit upper include reduced weight,
significantly increased breathability, improved packability,
simplified shoe construction, and the ability to zonally
knit the fabric to increase structure in certain areas where
needed and reduce in areas where it’s not needed. You can
also offer some pretty cool graphic and texture elements
in knit uppers to enhance the aesthetics.”

GIUSEPPE T. CIAVARRO, THE EASTMAN GROUP

GABRIEL PHILLIPS, DANNER

SAM BARSTOW, FORSAKE

“There are quite a number of reasons to utilize engineered knitting, which is why we see it in the market so
frequently today. This type of manufacturing makes it
possible to incorporate a wide variety of features into a
single component. It might have an incorporated tongue,
for instance, or designate specific zones with breathable
and high abrasion knit patterns, creating a lightweight
upper that is both strong yet flexible. All this in a single
piece also allows the final product to be made with fewer
seams (which are typically weak points). And though it
does allow for a wide variety of aesthetics, one of my
favorite benefits to knitting is actually in waste reduction. Where typical manufacturing is reductive, cutting
smaller shapes out of a larger one, this is an additive
process. When a piece is finished being knit that’s it! Like

“Durability is actually one of the main pain points in using
knit textiles in footwear. Outdoor footwear in particular
has to be able to withstand a beating and if a thread does
fail, a knit upper will unravel. We address this issue in our
knit shoes by utilizing durable nylon thread and a thick
weave. We also apply no sew TPU overlays to reinforce
the high wear areas around the toe, and full grain leather
on the heel.”

“Air Ventilation, Comfort Fit (Molding to your feet), Easy
care, Machine washable, Lightweight for performance,
Packable, Sleek aesthetic, Multipurpose.”
What type of durability does a knit upper offer in outdoor footwear?

OUTDOOR RETAILER SUMMER MARKET

JUNE 17-20, 2019
DENVER, COLORADO

MATTHEW ROSS, BODY GLOVE FOOTWEAR (SURF9 LLC)

“The very nature of Body Glove’s line of 3T Barefoot
shoes is for robust, active use, in and out of the water.
Our hydro knit Requiem shoe can stand up to extensive
walking on the shore, paddling, fishing, even an adventure in the woods.”
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Trade Show and Conference Coverage
We attend and report on 30+ trade events annually.

IN THE MARKET | TECHTEXTIL + TEXPROCESS
From Design to Delivery with Speed, Precision & Personalization. By Emily Walzer

Sew Modern

T

Where Function
Meets Fashion

I

he World Congress Convention Center
in Atlanta buzzed, beeped and flashed for three
days in May as cutting machines moved with
astonishing high-speed accuracy while robots
maneuvered from one work station to the next
through busy trade show aisles and displays of
smart textiles charted body metrics in real time.

Functional Fabric Fair New York
Powered by Performance Days
July 22-23, 2019

nformative, educational, curated

ing about last year’s launch has been

and sustainability-focused, the

extremely positive.”

to the useful life of the textile. The issue of
micro-plastics created during household

Functional Fabric Fair New York

The Functional Fabric Fair, powered

checks all the boxes for attend-

by Performance Days, also receives high

ees and exhibitors alike.

washings now also has a part to play when
talking about water usage.

marks for its educational content. Like last

To emphasize the importance of the

Building on the success of the

year, European-based textile experts will

show’s Focus Topic, an eye-catching water-

inaugural Fair in 2018, registra-

be on the scene in New York to update

fall display, complete with information on

tion for the July show has tripled, with

audiences on the latest trends and inno-

resource conservation, will greet guests

upwards of 130 of the highest quality

vations. Comprehensive coverage with

as they enter the River View Galleria.

textile firms showcasing their latest

experts also includes a roster of presenta-

An exceptional Trend Forum where the

innovations. Attendance also surpasses

tions and panel discussion targeting the

major trends from the world of functional

expectations. Top brands, sourcing

hot topics influencing the direction of

fabrics will be front and center in exhibi-

execs, product developers, designers

the textile industries in the performance

tion area. Selected by a jury of sourcing

and an array of industry influencers

space and fashion marketplace.

will crowd the aisles over the course

Sustainability is a central theme of the

of the two-day show held at the River

July trade event. The Focus Topic deals

experts, the Forum spotlights the 100 best
textile and accessory innovations.
“A combination of a uniquely curated

View Galleria in the Javits Center in New

with an essential subject that affects every

sourcing opportunity, strong educational

York City.

phase of textile and clothing production:

and networking programming, plus ideal

“The feedback we’ve gotten is that

Clean Water! Technologies that protect and

timing and location during Market Week,

trade shows have become so unfocused

conserve water during the manufacturing

contribute to making the Functional Fabric

that a curated forum sounds particularly

of textiles will be highlighted throughout

Fair New York a powerhouse event,”

appealing,” says Steve McCullough of

the exhibition hall.

McCullough states.

Reed Exhibitions. “These days espe-

Welcome to Industry 4.0.
Advances in automation and digitization are
giving way to new manufacturing models as consumer demand for speed to market customization
drives innovation from design to delivery. Microfactories the size of a large trade show booth
have the capability to create, print, cut, stitch
and finish product within timeframes unheard
of in traditional assembly.
The latest machinery combined with today’s
connected fabrications is energizing the sewn
products arena and encouraging domestic production. Indeed, execs believe the advantages of
autonomous sewing can combat challenges facing
the industry. They cite improved productivity,
efficiency and safety as key factors automation
offers, in addition to enhanced competitiveness

The role of resource-conservation runs

The textile specialists previewed on the

cially, people don’t want to waste time

the length of the textile supply chain.

following pages agree. A snapshot pro-

wandering 900 booths when they have

Starting with the production of the fiber,

file of each company reveals technology

an option to see a selection of curated

from the planting of natural raw materi-

advances and efforts to actively embrace

exhibitors offering the best of the best.”

als, it carries through to the spinning

sustainability in product but also pro-

McCullough elaborates, “Our social

and dyeing processes, moving on to the

cesses. Together these innovative firms

outreach confirms that growth is

packaging and care of the clothing by the

offer an overview of what’s new and what

organic. The word of mouth messag-

consumer, and continuing right through

to look for next in functional fabrics. l
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against overseas companies that have access to
inexpensive labor. High annual turnover rates,
shortage of available textile workers and long
learning curves needed to achieve skills for many
jobs have hindered American sewn manufacturing
in recent years.
“On demand manufacturing represents a sea
change in apparel production, and takes our
traditional model and turns it on its head,” said
Frank Henderson, CEO, Henderson Sewing in a
morning presentation on Day 1 of the TechTextil/
TexProcess show. He described digital factory
automation as “intelligent” production with the
ability of sensors and devices to interconnect to
electronics that deliver product in a fraction of
the time of conventional manufacturing.
This concept was front and center in the
TexProcess section of the industry-wide gathering held in Atlanta May 22-24th. At the Gerber
Technology booth, for example, managers showed
how to use new equipment and software to go
quickly from design to production, and concept
to consumer. Demos included 2D & 3D design,
direct to textile printing, automated vision aided
cutting, autonomous robotic movers and robotic
sewing. The Tolland, CT-based firm also demonstrated a mass automation work system showing
the data flow from concept through design, virtual
sampling and mass production.
A star of Gerber’s presentation was Gerbie an
Omron mobile robot. Show attendees dashing
from appointment to appointment stopped in
their tracks to watch as Gerbie made its way
from the Gerber booth with a container full of cut
fabric to the Henderson’s Robotic Sewing Station
for finishing. The trend of robots working along
side humans is gaining acceptance. “We hope,
and we believe, that robotics and collaborative
automation can take the place of some of our
lost skill set,” commented Henderson. “The
flexibility this provides for small plants is seen
as a game-changer especially as automation
becomes more affordable.” In other words, the
CoBots are coming!
Knitting Know How & High Tech Advancements
The TechTextil section of the Show also offered
eye-catching developments. Smart knitting and
the latest in technical textiles garnered attendee
attention. The Digital Textile Factory, a Myant and
Stoll collaboration, serves as a prime example of
the path forward in smart product innovation.
The partnership gives all levels of industry
players access to a virtual factory for ideation,
R&D, design and scalable manufacturing of textile computing products, with Stoll offering a 3D
knitting platform and Myant’s groundbreaking
textile computing platform. Sensors and actuators
are being developed to create 24 hour, continuous biometrics. Myant associates wearing new
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Water Surfaces as Show Theme & Focus of Industry Innovation.

Tech and Trends Reflect Industry Commitment to Responsible Make. By Emily Walzer

Resource
Management

Performance
Days has
highlighted
innovations
every season
for the past
10 years

A Strong Showing
including the dyeing of fabrics and textiles were well
received. Christina Jönsson from the Swerea Research
Institute lectured on “Water – the Bigger Picture.”
According to estimates from the World Bank, dye processes used by the textile industry account for around
20 percent of the world’s industrial water contamination.
Minimizing water consumption is a priority at Sympatex.
Recent product development in this area was complimented
by the introduction of a new line of spun-dyed laminates at
Performance Days. In addition to saving water by relying
on the Sympatex 100 percent polyether/polyester membrane, as opposed to using commercially available PTFE
membranes, spun-dyed processes reduce the amount of
water needed by roughly 75 percent on average, while
decreasing the use of chemicals by as much as 90 percent, and without sacrificing performance, according to
the company.
The company states that thanks to the non-PTFE and
non-PFC based, 100 percent recyclable Sympatex membranes, the monofraction laminates are ideal for closed
textile loops and can be easily reused at the end of their
product life cycle.
“The only prerequisite for the extensive use of this dye
technology is close collaboration between all of the participants during the design process, since the color selection
has to be mutually agreed upon at an earlier timeframe,”
explained Dr. Rüdiger Fox, CEO, Sympatex Technologies.
“Given the acute environmental issues created by our
industry in the manufacturing countries, plus the enormous
ecological benefits that spun-dyed technologies bring,
this should be an acceptable concession for all of those
involved,” Fox added.
Innovation Rewarded
Performance Days has highlighted innovations every
season for the past 10 years with two awards presented
at this show for outstanding new developments in the
area of function and sustainability. The winner of the Eco
Performance Award, for best ecological solution currently
available on the market, went to Jou Jou Fish Company
while the winner of the Performance Award was given to
Green Threads.
The laminate from Jou Jou Fish combines various sustainable technologies. Article “JYRNP0002 307” consists of
100 percent recycled nylon and is designed with a microporous membrane (functional performance 15K/10K) that
is produced without solvents. This saves a lot of water, plus
the fabric is made from pre-dyed (solution-dyed) fibers and
the DWR coating is applied using a dry-finish treatment.
The article “DPQ 1092 DWR” from Green Threads weighs
only 17g/m² yet is highly functional; the lightweight fabric
can achieve the same performance value as a 50g fabric.
The fine nylon yarns have extremely good tear resistance.
The spring edition of Performance Days Munich is
slated to take place in Hall C6 at Messe München on May
8th-9th, 2019. l
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Klingler Asia seersucker with stretch.

Klingler Asia textured dimensional knits.

Unique looks from Schoeller Textil.

he flag the outdoor industry has planted
for environmental responsibility in recent years rose
to new heights at Outdoor Retailer Summer Market
last month in Denver. The textile sector is certainly
doing its part; recycled polyester and nylon are in
every line with innovation around biodegradable
product and bio-based-solutions scaling up rapidly.
Throughout the June gathering staged at the Colorado
Convention Center, sustainability ruled the day, and
the community’s focus on advancing planet positive
product has come to define the direction of outdoor
going forward.
The latest tech offerings at ORSM19 hit a wide range
of performance targets ranging from next to skin to
outerwear. Robust textiles that feature longevity are key
for the season ahead. This trend is an outgrowth of a
societal shift from binging on fast fashion to conscious
consumption that favors responsibly made products.
Hyosung’s new high-performance creora ActiFit
spandex, designed to keep pace with endurance athletes
and the conditions they encounter — whether it be
salt water, intense sun or a rocky crag — is defined by
durability, UV and chlorine resistance, and superior
recovery. Patagonia, in a bold move, has done away
with 2.5 layer construction all together and rebuilt its
classic Torrentshell line explaining that the new threelayer shell for Spring 20 “is more comfortable, durable
and built to last longer than ever before.”
Suppliers also see value in collaborations. Sorona
continues its partnership with Cordura showcasing fabric
by ChiaHer in a variety of looks; additionally Sorona
introduces three insulation products with Youngone as
part of a collab with Repreve. Gore ventures into warm
weather base layer via development with Under Armour.
The new lightweight blend of 90 percent poly /10 percent
ePTFE creates a super fast wicking t-shirt material.
Exploring new ground in biomimicry, PrimaLoft NEXT
debuts as an innovative textile platform that combines
the thermal advantages of insulation with the versatility
of fabric. Schoeller elevates thermo-regulation tech with
its new iLoad Comfort Bio that relies on microcapsules
to balance out temperature fluctuations. The Swiss
firm’s new aerobrane e-spinning breathable membrane
offers optimal weather protection.
Technology around coloration continues. Solution dye
methods have risen in popularity of late based on water
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savings and efforts to expand color range. Newcomer
Chromuch, from parent company Nan Ya Plastics, takes
things up a notch. Its branded ChromShield Technology
is a water free solution dye method with fibers made
of recycled PET bottles available in stock for better
lead times and low MOQ.
Nature Meets Function
Cultural trends like wellness festivals, mindful-fitness
programs and doctor prescribed “outdoor therapy”
are reflected in the Industry’s healthy, back to nature
outlook. Within textiles, the resurgence of natural fibers
continues for the season ahead with collections featuring
offerings of cottons, Tencel, lightweight summer wools,
alpaca, and assorted blends.
But hemp cornered the market as the attention-getter
at Summer Market. The good news is that hemp offers
plenty of opportunities. Missing, however, is the ability
to process hemp domestically – specifically, textile grade
hemp fiber. Once this essential step is developed, execs
say, the viability of a sustainable U.S. based hemp supply
chain comes into focus. “Ultimately this will result in
a win for farmers, a win for the environment and win
for outdoor community and consumers” said David
Petri, founder, Cynosura Consulting, who moderated
an excellent panel discussion on the topic.
A contingent of growers and textile execs are keen
on constructing a domestic value chain that includes
the ability for hemp to be spun into yarns and blended
with cotton or other fibers. “This will give way to a new
generation of natural fiber technical textiles,” explained
Tom McCall, innovation director at Cap Yarns, and a
40-year veteran of the textile business.
Fun Fabrics, Fun Show
Suppliers showcased an array of appealing textile
looks for warm-weather wear. Collections with names
like “Play” and “Joy” gave way to a fun in the sun attitude
with ranges that exuded shine, shimmer, and unique
visual effects. Klinger Asia previewed an assortment
of fabrics with contemporary flair. Seersucker with
stretch, for example, along with linen-y qualities for
outdoor and textured dimensional knits in likeable
color combinations. Schoeller debuted Spring ’21
collections that expressed a playful side with jacquard
looks, eye-catchingly colorful reflectives, and unique
one-of-a-kind pieces.
The cheery fabrications aligned with the upbeat,
happy vibe that permeated OR Summer Market. Textile
suppliers gave the Show two thumbs up. Aisle traffic
was steady over the course of the conference and the
earlier show date and shortened timeframe to three
days was accepted as the new norm. The question is
whether the textile community is willing to make the
trek to Denver yet again in November, as execs continue
to grapple with the three-show schedule. l
textileinsight.com
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What’s New,
What’s Next

Sorona blends
nature with
performance.

Force of Nature
As for trends and tech on the Show floor this January,
wool was a winner. Merino’s ability to meet consumer
desire for natural solutions that provide performance with a
contemporary aesthetic is adding to wool’s status in active/
outdoor. Creative applications in knits and wovens as well
as linings and insulation fill were featured in everything
from footwear to outerwear. Woolmark is launching an
innovation prize in the category of “Performance,” in partnership with adidas. The Woolmark Company Performance
Challenge will be an annual competition open to students
across Europe and North America.
Leather is another category to watch in the season
ahead. “The performance characteristics are real, and
modern tanning is building in eco capabilities,” stated
Mike Dodd, Pittards. “People are thinking ‘natural,’ and
when we talk about sustainability we stress leather as a
renewable resource.”
Recycled Advances
Brands and suppliers are keen on “recycle” as the consumer-friendly word of choice to advance environmental
awareness and offer something new to the market. For
Fall ’18 there is recycled wool (beautifully done by Nau);
recycled down (Downlite’s recycled down/Repreve blend);
recycled Gore-Tex seen in a face fabric on a jacket by
Mammut; and performance insulations from Polartec and
PrimaLoft featuring post-consumer recycled fibers. Not to
mention growing use of “GRS” (Global Recycle Standard)
in everyday textile conversations.
Unifi launched its Repreve Champions of Sustainability
awards recipients; the inaugural program recognized brand
and textile partners that helped Unifi recycle 10 billion
plastic bottles to date. The company has set a goal to
recycle 20 billion bottles by 2020 and 30 billion by 2030. l
textileinsight.com

N

ew technologies to move textile
and apparel design into the future dominated not only the
conversation at Sourcing@MAGIC, but the physical space
as well. A micro factory set up in the sourcing section
inside the Las Vegas Convention Center, displayed how
goods can be made using the latest in digitalization and
automation. A t-shirt designed, printed, cut and stitched
in four minutes flat – no problem. A factory delivered to
your door by truck – doable. These, along with other
production scenarios, no longer seemed unrealistic as
attendees watched garments come off a work line during
live micro factory demos during the February trade fair.
A fast-paced marketplace — with no sign of slowing —
is a main driver in today’s quest for new manufacturing
methods. Contemporary trends in customization, the
rise in e-commerce and small batch production are also
factors contributing to keen industry interest in lean,
For over fifty years
we’ve been driven by our
on-demand
domestic
passion for innovation,
developing
newproduction.
fibers,
Patrick Clark, president of Nextwave, has sites set on
fabrics and technologies.
a micro factory future built on expertise from corporate
ISPO TEXTRENDS award-winners
are“We’re
the fabrics
collaboration.
putting together a consortium of
that will shape the future,
helping you
create
theapparel micro factory,” says
tech partners
totoform
the
next generation of products
focused
on long lasting
Clark, who
describes
his Buford, GA-based firm as an
performance. New ways
to inspire people to release
“integrator.”
their potential, to achieve
more,
and
to expand
their for 30 years and watched
Clark
has
been
in textiles
personal horizons. as 600 factories that once dotted his region’s landscape
dwindle.
times ™as much as eight months, and the
To live life to the fullest,
and to“Lead
Live Durable
concept of running 10,000 units of something and then
hoping it sells, that’s gone,” states Clark. In its place is
emerging model for production to begin only after an
order is placed.
Bringing manufacturing back to U.S. soil requires a
fresh approach and Clark recites a handful of advantages
a micro factory can offer including shorter, quicker turns
with greater design flexibility, scalability, cost savings,
no environmental impact, better inventory control and
INSPIRATION ISincremental
RIGHT HERE...
job creation for a labor force that lacks
...with our new presenter showcasing ISPO Textrends
experienced
sewing skills.
®
2018 award winning CORDURA fabrics...
Photo: Juan Villamizar/Nextwave

It’s a new day,” said Schoeller Textil CEO
Siegfried Winkelbeiner, explaining that with clothing and
equipment together, the new Outdoor Retailer + Snow
Show felt similar to the massive, and extremely popular,
European ISPO trade event. David Parkes, founder, Concept
III Textiles, said, “It was time for a change and to combine
the show. It’s new but there is familiarity here, testament
to the fellowship of the industry.”
Others agreed that the inaugural Outdoor Retailer + Snow
Show was a success. The Denver debut garnered praise for
the good energy inside the Convention Center, and drew
positive reviews for the Mile High City’s accommodations,
restaurant scene and outdoor-friendly Colorado vibe.
According to event organizers 11,000 retail buyers registered for the Show that featured 1,000 exhibiters. And
it felt like a big show; a vast range of softgoods and gear
previewed on three large floors. The two trade groups
– Outdoor Industry Association (OIA) and Snowsports
Industries America (SIA) – did a good job integrating
different memberships. As a result it seemed less like a
combined show, and more like a new show.
Now attention turns to a three show schedule going
forward: a January Outdoor Retailer + Snow Show, a
summer Outdoor Retailer and an Outdoor Retail winter

show in November. There is a lot of chatter in the textile
community about this “3 show issue.” Textile execs will
likely commit to exhibiting at Summer OR in July 2018, but
all bets are off after that. Financial concerns and timing
conflicts are two factors often mentioned. Textile suppliers
large and small are giving careful consideration to budgets
and how to make a case for another trip to Denver in the
Fall. Some may bring a scaled down booth; others say
they may set up offsite meetings. But would not showing
up in November mean losing booth space established at
the previous Shows? Another wrinkle is a Performance
Days show set to launch in New York City this July, with
dates overlapping with OR Summer Market.
A third topic top of mind for textile execs post-Denver is
a lack of clear communication from OIA. They say it would
be beneficial if OIA would articulate specifics about the
nature of the November fair. What category will be the
priority? Is it an equipment-focused fair? And if so, how
do textiles fit into that scenario? Execs are hoping that
Spring will bring answers.

CORDURA.COM

Click to Design, Print, Cut & Sew in a Flash
The micro factory process runs on product from a
handful of industry partners, including EFI-Optitex and
EFI-Reggiani; Zund, Swiss Cutting Systems; Klieverik; and
Henderson Sewing Machine Company. Software technology featuring 3D imaging and digital printing align with

IN THE MARKET | EURO REPORT ISPO

IN THE MARKET | REMODE

Creativity & Technology Advance Sustainability for Fall/Winter 19/20 Season. By Louisa Smith

The Fashion Industry Decides to Wear its Values at ReMode. By Nancy Trent

A Distinctive
Generation

A Call to Action

TOP TEXTILE TRENDS
FALL/WINTER 19/20
An injection of creativity
defines the season through
color and prints
Sustainable solutions - water free
dyeing and finishing, bio mimicry,
bio based dyes and yarns, energy
reduction, recycling
Double faced and clean cut
fabrics offer the perfect options for
cleaner garment manufacturing
Reflective yarns, prints, coatings,
trims and transfers for decorative
aspect and safety
Hybrid blends continue in
knits and woven

automatic cutting and sewing equipment. Each step in
the production reads a file and adjusts accordingly.
“You can design a shirt, hit click and be finished sewing
in as few as four minutes,” says Clark. “Its an assembly line
so once you turn it on it keeps going until you turn it off.”
Different fixation units can accommodate different fabrics
for print — pigments for cotton, dye sub for polyester,
for example. Clark adds, “The digital printing process is
clean, with zero pollution involved in the process.”
Sizing is built into the software and because the equipment is semi-automated high-level sewing skills and
training is not required. Clark states. “We lost two generations of sewing labor in the U.S. In those days you
needed 10 years to be a good sewer. Today that’s not
necessary – and its not here anyway.”
The micro factory on display at Magic was a first-ofits-kind entry-level model. Installation can be as quick as
two days and has a price tag of $500,000. The unit has the
ability to run 5,000 units/week and is scalable to produce
up to 100,000 units/day. An entire operation can run with
five people, says Clark, who explains that Nextwave can
customize a micro factory to fit client needs and product
-- whether that is making core pillows, leggings, or t-shirts.
The front-end configurations, even down to the cutting is
pretty universal, the real trick is in the automated sewing.
Other markets, such as signage, have already adopted
Scan the QR code to request
digital technology, as have
fashion
European apparel
yoursfast
or vist
CORDURA.com/
brands like Zara, H&MISPOTextrends2018
and Top Shop. Based on interest
shown on the trade show floor in Vegas last month,
the future of micro factory production in the U.S. looks
promising. “Our dream is multiple factories that all work
in unison,” said Clark. l

Micro factory Sourcing@MAGIC 2018
setup and components

Natural performance - merino
wool continues in delivering a
natural performance when teamed
with functional synthetics

T

he message in the textile sector at ISPO
Textrends for the Fall/Winter 19/20 season was crystal
clear: Sustainability is no longer a trend, it is an integral part of the textile chain’s DNA. The commitment
from this generation of global mills in delivering more
responsible textile processes was evident as recycled
yarns, both synthetic and natural, water free processes
and PFC-free membrane technology have become par
for the course.
The chip-dyed polyester ingredient brand We are Spin
Dye, extended its range, to include recycled polyester
that can be recycled through to a new bio source of
polyactic acid, which is biodegradable without the use of
any potentially harmful chemicals in the dye compound.

The process at We are Spin Dye significantly reduces
the amount of water used in the yarn extrusion process,
creating colored yarns.
The insulation category was also ripe for innovation in
terms of added ingredients that elevate performance. Clo
insulation exhibited Teknica Vivo, featuring breathability
and functional stretch with Celliant polyester that is powered by thermal reactive minerals, and polypropylene,
making the insulation extremely light for apparel with a
high warmth-to-weight ratio.
Celliant Heat also featured in Imbotex’s TWINS CRB
range. It was shown in a patented sandwich construction,
a thermo bonded double layer with multiple functionalities
and performance. The inner layer, composed of very fine
recycled polyester fibers, is used next-to-skin; the outer
layer contains the FIR fiber with a high concentration
of conducting and heat-generating carbon particles in
the core.
Biomimicry featured in synthetic insulation as an alternative to down but with the traditional feel that the natural
fiber offers. Freudenberg’s comfortemp is composed of
recycled polyester as the proprietary fiber. Mimicking
the touch of down, comfortemp is extremely soft and
lofty due to a layered structure for high insulation and
breathability.
Far Eastern New Century has developed a
fine denier 3D helical staple fiber for insulation, that bio mimics both loft recovery and
air space trapping properties that traditionally
feature in natural down. Energy emitting NIR
(Near Infrared Ray) fibers generate additional
heart while absorbing sunlight. A recycled
development featured in the world’s first post
consumer recycled hydrophilic waterproof and
breathable membrane.
Defining Features with Color & Print
Creativity was key in updating the staple elements, especially in the outer layer rip stops
membrane and coatings sector. Prints updated
this predominantly flat surface sector and color
came through in new tones. Tex Tile Enterprise
added a new dimension to the membrane sector
offering a punch out jersey with a hydrophilic
PU membrane.
Schoeller focused its lifestyle collection on
active living, the next generation of athleisure,
continues to grow as today’s consumers want
versatile technology in garments that can be
worn on a daily basis that protect and deliver
warmth. A new range of Schoeller Dry Skin

View a video of a live demonstration
of the micro factory during
Sourcing@Magic on YouTube here:
youtu.be/ONPdGxY-f-8

Here, and at right: The popular ISPO Textrends area
on the Show floor attracted a steady flow of buyers
on the hunt for the latest fabric innovations for
sportswear and street styles.

© 2018 INVISTA. CORDURA and Live Durable are trademarks of INVISTA for durable fabrics.
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techtextil, NA
Functional Fabric
Fair - New York
Functional Fabric
Fair - Portland
ISPO Munich
Outdoor Retailer
Summer Market
Outdoor Retailer
+ Snow Show
Sourcing at MAGIC

Digital & Physical Come Together to Form a Modern Work Line

One Down, Two to Go in Outdoor Retailer 2018 Show Schedule. By Emily Walzer
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s we are well aware, the textile
industry plays a significant role in creating wastewater in
the production of fibers and fabrics. Consider, for e xample,
that the production of one kilogram of fabric requires up
to 100 liters of water. However, these days, with sustainability top of mind, and protecting natural resources a
key concern, Performance Days organizers took a deep
dive into the topic of water conservation. “Water – Our
Responsibility” had its own dedicated Boulevard in the
exhibit hall, and was also the subject of expert discussion
and trend presentations.
Exhibitors, too, targeted new approaches to water usage,
unveiling technologies that addressed the subject matter
with innovative technologies and supply chain transparency. Indeed, Performance Days organizers were flooded
with new product introductions addressing sustainability
in general, and water specifics, so much so that judges had
difficulty choosing top honors for Performance Day awards.
For the first time Performance Days was staged at the
Messe München fairgrounds, where ISPO is exhibited.
Exhibitors adjusted quickly to
the new venue, a space more
like a “trade show” in size and
atmosphere than the previous smaller, more intimate
Performance Days location.
The relocation proved successful with 3,201 visitors from 63
countries attending Performance
Days in November, up from 2,001
visitors at its prior show, according to organizers. Hall C1 of the
Messe München provided more
floor space for about 100 new
exhibitors than at the last fair
in the M.T.C.
The show program kicked
off with a talk by Christian Lott,
a marine biologist for Hydra
Marine, who views himself, he
said, as a synthetics researcher
in light of today’s critical water
status. Panel discussions on
subjects such as ocean waste
fibers, water reduction from raw
materials to finished product,

Performance Days
Fair - Munich
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Top Talking Points
From the Conference
Circularity: Swiftly becoming the
holy grail of the fashion industry,
“circularity” is a relatively new way
of thinking for this industry that’s
being adopted. Visions, strategies, supply chains, and practical
procedures need to be assessed,
new materials invented and tested,
dangers banned and new suppliers
and partnerships initiated.
Inventing materials: Reducing
is not enough. Materials need
to change and they are. New
formulas are replacing naturals
fibers. Designers are considering the longevity of textiles when
selecting them. Our grandchildren
should be able to wear the clothes
we buy today. Fabrics are being
created knowing that they will
be discarded. Concepts include
fibers that start decomposing as
you wear them. Experiments are
being done on fibers created from
banking human hair and skin cells.
Fabric from used surfboards is also
now available.
Retail disconnect: Consumers
want quality first and price second.
They are turning to retail for experience not convenience. Retailers
need to hold their inventory to a
higher standard and find a way
to connect with what consumers
want. Fifty-three percent of retailers
say mobile is most important. Just
2 percent use smart speakers as a
strategy, whle 43 percent of consumers use smart speakers such
as Alexa to shop.

nyone in the fashion and
retail industries in the last five to 10 years will admit
it’s been turned on its head with the emergence of fast
fashion and e-commerce. The combustion of the two led
fashion event veteran Pierre-Nicolas Hurstel to launch
the inaugural industry trade show, ReMode, held in
Los Angeles this past November. The show itself was
designed to inspire change across all aspects of the
business of fashion. And it did just that... you could feel
the excitement in the air.
While California fires were raging less than an hour
away, giving the show heightened relevance, thought
leaders gathered to discuss mainly, disrupting the
industry and producing more sustainable fashion with
heightened transparency from vendors, and more cooperation from retailers. Research shows consumers are
buying differently because their priorities are different.
While it was once believed it was enough to do no harm,
now the earth is screaming for fashion that improves
the environment.
The show featured four pillars of concepts to think
about – Remake, Rethink, Reinvest and Remarket. The top
take away from ReMode turned out to be “reformation.”

Kingpins Transformers
The reformation is related to the waste produced
by the industry that accounts for 10 percent of global
carbon emissions. That is more than the international
aviation and maritime shipping industries combined.
Much of that is due to 20 percent global wastewater that
comes from the production of the garments, while cotton
farming is responsible for nearly a quarter of the world’s
insecticides. The textile industry has been identified
as major contributor to plastics in our oceans as well.
These staggering statistics were included in an X-Ray
Fashion Tool Kit created by Vulcan Productions that was
brought to life in a virtual reality experience directed
to alarm the industry about the condition it’s leaving
people and the planet.
Fashion has become an environmental and social emergency. The good news is the biggest players in fashion are
doing something about it as evident at ReMode. “X-Ray
Fashion was truly game changing for me,” said Danielle
Licata, women’s fashion director/VP brand director,
Coterie. “Not only was it a fully immersive experiencecomplete with wet feet, it was thought provoking and
struck a chord that will be long lasting. I left thinking
about the clothing I consume in a different way. Asking
questions like where does this garment come from, how
are the workers who made it treated and how did the
production of this piece possibly harm the world? It’s
not necessarily about consuming less but being aware
of the issues, consuming much smarter and recycling or
upcycling to not create as much waste.”
The Show Itself
The event had keynotes from celebrity Rosario Dawson
and Amber Valetti, designers Rebecca Minkoff, Nicole

Winning with wholesale: Henry
Ford said if you gave people
what they wanted we would still
be seeking faster horse buggies.
Retail isn’t dying. Mediocre retail is.
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AAFA Conference
FDRA Summit
Synthetic Yarn & Fiber
Association Conference
Planet Textiles Summit

Community building: Marketing
has gone from traffic generation to
community building.

Holding suppliers to your principles: Almost every speaker
encouraged the audience to hold
suppliers to their principles and
show retailers that consumers buy
principles and stories more than
low price.

Smart Fabrics Summit

Remode
Panelists at ReMode.
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Manufacturing tailored of the factories of the future. Meeting market expectations with speed, flexibility and on-the-mark innovation.
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THE FACTORY
OF THE FUTURE

MADE IN
AMERICA

MADE IN AMERICA | FALL RIVER, MA
Talk of a New Era in a City with a Long Textile History. By Emily Walzer

A MODERN MANUFACTURING MINDSET

There is a foundation
here for textiles; a
base that companies
could launch from.”
Shawn Honeycutt

How Thinking Like a Start Up Is Reinventing Established Production Methods

WHY WORK LINES
BUILT LEAN & GREEN
ARE THE NEW NORM
A FORMULA4 MEDIA PUBLICATION

ew York City
is investing
$136 million
to create a
manufacturing campus
slated to open
for business
by 2020 that
will include a
focus on garment making.
According
to an official
announcement released
last month,
the new
manufacturing hub will
offer apparel
companies
“small white-box spaces” that
will be between 2,000 and 20,000
square feet, catering to companies working in patternmaking,
marking and grading, cutting and
sewing, and sample making. The
city estimates that 25-to-30 gar-

ment manufacturing tenants will
work in the property. In addition,
the State University of New York’s
Fashion Institute of Technology
will run two courses out of the
Brooklyn Army Terminal, in conjunction with the Made in New
York campus.
In other words, Sunset Park
Brooklyn is a new take on the old
Garment District.
New York City is not alone in
re-thinking domestic manufacturing; across the country a similar
modern mindset is giving rise to
new business models characterized by an entrepreneurial spirit.
The conventional “this is how
it’s always been done” attitude
is being replaced with a contemporary can-do mentality. How
does “factory in a box” sound, for
example?
These and other innovative
production methods are reinventing how product gets made in
today’s market that is demanding
faster, smarter manufacturing in
a safe worker environment. Call it

regionalism, or call it reshoring,
but at the end of the day it’s all
about American made ingenuity.
“We want to position ourselves
as a start-up company with a 40
year history,” says Marty Oliver,
executive director business development at Crawford Knitting in
North Carolina.
Massachusetts-based 99
Degrees Custom is in fact a startup, and taking the activewear
business by storm. Says founder
Brenna Schneider, “Four years
ago when I started I just had this
gut sense that domestic manufacturing was coming back, that
there was opportunity, and that
the landscape was changing.”
Schneider and Oliver have
manufacturing and textile backgrounds, but not so for Peter
Santora, who believes fresh eyes
on the industry has helped his
Georgia-based company Softwear
Automation succeed with its portable work lines. “Imagine pulling
up outside a mill in an 18-wheeler
with a production line that can
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instantly begin producing 800,000
t-shirts. You don’t need a giant
factory to get started.”
Collaborative work spaces,
pod-style automation, production
partnerships, marrying experience with entrepreneurship, and
following a gut instinct are all
ways businesses are repurposing
domestic manufacturing. Here’s
a close up look at how firms are
determining the future of Made in
America.

Bolger & O’Hearn

There is a lot of
heart in Fall River
and a strong work
ethic. I’m upbeat
about what the
future holds.”
Kathryn Hilderbrand

Made in North Carolina
Crawford Knitting is a small
hosiery company on the rebound.
In less than two years management has revamped its business
model based on forward-thinking
brand building strategies.
“Everyone in the hosiery business, from big companies to small
players have to be resourceful. You have to get out of your
comfort zone and look for new
markets, and more new ways of
doing business,” explains Oliver,
who came on board at Crawford

Good Clothing Company

Opportunities & Challenges
“For us Fall River is the right fit,” says Kathryn
Hilderbrand, who founded Good Clothing Company in
2015 as an affiliate to her established business located
on Cape Cod. “There is a lot of heart in Fall River and
a strong work ethic. I’m upbeat about what the future
holds.” Her business occupies 17,000 square feet of a
50,000 square foot floor in a mill space four times that
big. “We’re grateful to have the ability to continue to
expand,” says Hilderbrand.
The production facility does “soup to nuts”
development work for large runs as well as small batch
manufacturing, with a client list of over 250, according
to Hilderbrand, a master tailor, designer and business
entrepreneur. The company recently added an its
own in-house contemporary clothing line called Good
Apparel. The business has 21 employees with the hope
of doubling that number by year’s end.
This summer Good Clothing Company received a
$117,760 grant from the Massachusetts Workforce
Training Fund Program to hire and train new employees.
The funding, which Hilderbrand said the company will
match, will result in 45 new jobs by 2019, 30 of which

will be brought on board in the next year.
“We want to be part of the training to allow individuals
to develop skills they can take elsewhere,” says
Hilderbrand. “We lost a generation to outsourcing.”
“I see great things going on with Merrow and the city
as a whole,” Hilderbrand adds.
Shawn Honeycutt, sales manager of Bolger &
O’Hearn also tips his hat to Merrow Sewing Machines
for its expanded cut and sew services, as well as textile
printer Swan Finishing and Matouk, a long-time Fall
River maker of high-end bed and bath linens.
Bolger & O’Hearn has been doing business for 45 years
in Fall River and is considered a leader within the textile
chemical industry. A recent innovation is Altopel F3, a
fluorine-free durable water repellent and the company
continues to invest in sustainable processes.
“There is a foundation here for textiles; a base that
companies could launch from,” says Honeycutt, who
has been with Bolger & O’Hearn for 25 years.
He mentions that housing is cheaper in Fall River
compared to other areas nearby Boston and references
support for projects reclaiming Fall River waterfront
property. However challenges exist, states Honeycutt:
“Bolger & O’Hearn is just down the road from Duro, an

Strong

A Different Approach
Kim Kent has taken the helm after the unexpected passing of her husband Mark Kent last fall. A philanthropist and community leader, Mark
Kent was known as an innovator, diversifying Kentwool’s operations and
paving a path for profitability for the company’s future. “When Mark took
over as CEO the business was only yarn. He invested in preservation
of downtown Greenville on the cusp of the city’s rebirth 20 years ago,”
says Kim Kent, who served as Kentwool’s corporate counsel for years, in
addition to her extensive legal career with a statewide law firm. “He was
passionate about historic restoration and he seized an opportunity. The
buildings are a large part of Mark’s legacy.” (The buildings, fully leased,
represent Kentwool Development.)
Mark brought similar vision to other aspects of the business, notably
creating a high-quality merino wool sock for golfers. “Wool was not
seen as a performance fabric for golf 10 years ago, especially in the
South where the game is played in 90 degree heat,” recalls Kim. “Mark
was passionate about golf, and was ahead of his time in realizing the
untapped potential of wool in this market.”
textileinsight.com

Coming Full Circle
Tweave is in the process of moving into one of the
old Quaker Mill sites having maxed out space in its
Norton, MA facility. “We are bringing all of Norton and
adding to it,” says Mary Reardon, VP sales/marketing
for Tweave. “We have three brand new looms and are
moving two at a time so production is not interrupted.
This more than doubles the space and will allow for
an efficient work flow.” She explains, “We also need to
be where there is a workforce of skilled labor. There
are people out of work with textile experience in this
area.” Reardon notes that UMass Dartmouth is close
by and has a grad program in textiles.
“As a whole the move is pretty exciting. It will give
us the ability to grow,” says Reardon. “Tweave is
originally from the area – we did dyeing and finishing
in Fall River and weaving next-door in New Bedford.
It’s like coming full circle.”

Maybe the region is too. Susan Mocarski, owner of
Cleverhood is hopeful. As a Made in USA brand she
found production for her performance rain capes in
in Fall River. “There is a genuine sewing community
here, but it is still difficult to get workers,” Mocarski
explains. “Pattern makers are few and far between.
Finding a very high level of sewing is hard – but that is
true in many places.”
Yet Mocarski says, “There is a sense of hope that I
don’t see in other places – even in neighboring New
Bedford. There the community is rooted in the fishing
industry, which is gone and not coming back. Fall River
is rooted in textiles, and the feeling now is that Fall River
could do it again. It’s not like clothing has gone away,
with apparel there is a vitality.”
Hilderbrand agrees. “Five years ago I had a gut feeling
about USA-made. I sensed consumer behavior changing
along with how companies were selling. Consumers
are buying from companies they feel good about with
‘traceable stories.’ Our society is ready for this.”
Says Honeycutt, “I think there is all kinds of opportunity
here. People can have $100 million businesses in this
City. Its just the will to do it.” l
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Fall River is rooted
in textiles, and the
feeling now is that
Fall River could do
it again.”
Susan Mocarski
Cleverhood
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South Carolina
or a centuries-old textile company to
behave like a start-up is anything but run
of the mill. Yet Kentwool, celebrating its
175th anniversary this year, belies its age
with a passion-driven entrepreneurial
spirit that keeps the yarn supplier moving
forward, rather than resting on its past
accomplishments. Few fifth generation
family enterprises in the textile industry
can, for example, relay a true story about
landing a high-profile endorsement via
tweet for the firm’s recently launched
direct-to-consumer business. Heck, some factories owners are still
mastering email, let alone using social media in a savvy manner.
Bold moves and development of untapped niche markets have proved
successful for Kentwool. The South Carolina wool specialist has a built a
business model with three divisions that together provide stability and
balance; new business ventures can thrive alongside established areas
of expertise.
A commitment to USA-made is also part of Kentwool’s DNA. Decisions
to remain domestic carry over from Kentwool’s commercial enterprise
and manufacturing facility to its sock business. Despite upheaval in
the textile industry during the past 20-30 years, and opportunities to
follow as American fabric makers went off shore, Kentwool stayed put
and has offices in Greenville and a plant in Pickens.
“Trends in the market today are about heritage, craftsmanship,
innovation, and made in USA – whether that’s beer, farm-to-table food
or our performance golf sock,” explains Kim Kent, CEO. “Consumers
want a story to tell about product they purchase. And we are perfectly
positioned to tell our story, a story that resonates with customers.”
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important military business that closed recently and
Quaker was a significant loss to the City. At one time
the [upholstery] company had 3000 employees and 16
plants.” He notes, “So there are hills to climb.”

COVER STORY | REGIONAL HUBS

MADE IN USA | PALMETTO STATE

The new endeavor, Kentwool Performance Apparel (KPA) created
in 2009, was also trendsetting in terms of business model; “factory to
consumer” is gaining traction in textiles currently, as industry players increasingly see value in reaching out to consumers directly with
product developed in-house.
Servicing this business requires a different approach. “We treat the sock
business like a start-up. We have to be web savvy and marketing savvy,”
says Kent. “That is new and different for a 175 year old company.” Just
like the high-profile endorsement
Mark snagged through twitter with
pro golfer superstar Bubba Watson.
Kentwool’s reputation as a longtime, high-quality provider of wool
yarn has contributed to KPA success.
Kentwool was founded in
The company’s state-of-the-art woolbased yarn spinning plant serves a
Philadelphia in
diversified international base.
1843 by Thomas Kent. In

KENTWOOL
HISTORY

1954 operations moved
South to Pickens; the
company’s headquarters
soon followed. Mark Kent
became CEO upon the
sudden death of his father
in the 1990s, and during
his tenure he adapted
Kentwool’s business
model to include Kentwool
Development, Kentwool
Manufacturing, Kentwool
Performance Apparel.
Kentwool has 81 employees
between its Pickens
manufacturing facility and
Greenville offices.

Local Longevity
“Our customers care about USA
made,” states Kent, who highlights
Kentwool’s solid team of good people,
homegrown high-quality product,
and the firm’s ability to capitalize on
these attributes.
Nonetheless challenges exist.
“It’s a vastly different market today
than even five years ago. Speed is a
priority and people want things yesterday,” says Kent, who notes today’s
trends of shorter lead times, customers wanting uniqueness and smaller
quantity orders. She adds, “We are
small enough in the manufacturing
space to be nimble and responsive to
our customers’ needs.” This requires
working smarter and worker harder.
But Kent is clear that operational
efficiencies to keep pace with today’s marketplace, doesn’t mean layoffs.
“It means working smarter and working harder.” Says Kent, “Mark’s focus
on efficiencies created a lean, mean machine.” l
As a private, family-owned business Kentwool leadership has supported an
entrepreneurial approach. Not having to report to investors has allowed toplevel Kentwool execs to pursue their passions and create diversified business
endeavors that may include risk-based decisions. Being “niche” is a key piece
of Kentwool strategy of product differentiation as is commitment to quality
domestic manufacturing. “The environment is right for a promising future for
Kentwool,” says Kent. “I’m super-optimistic about Kentwool moving forward.”

10 Emerging
Design and
Production
Centers for
Domestic
Apparel,
Footwear &
Accessories.

HOTSPOTS

By Suzanne Blecher. 2013 was a banner year for garments. Americans spent $286.8 billion dollars on clothes, which is a new record, according

1. BAY AREA, CALIFORNIA
While San Francisco-proper is too costly
for extensive manufacturing, design is
another story. In the creative hub “we
push each other and activity creates more
activity,” said Vaughn Brown, founder of
men’s active lifestyle brand Parker Dusseau.
After Dan Wolfe started his men’s athletic
apparel company Olivers on Kickstarter,
he was lucky to be introduced to a local
factory “that has really allowed us to
learn from them and grow,” the exec
said. Olivers is also a member of SFMade,

to the American Apparel & Footwear Association’s ApparelStats 2014 Report. On average, every man, woman and child spent $907 to purchase 64
garments, also a new record. America’s appetite for domestically-made apparel is fueling demand, helping boost the manufacturing of clothes in
the U.S. up 6.2 percent over the prior year. A lot of regions are trying to make themselves more attractive for manufacturing with tax incentives, local
training facilities, on-the-job training and new factories, says Nate Herman, VP of international trade for AAFA. To be sure, 97 percent of clothes sold
in the U.S. today are still imported, but the buzz for American goods is alive thanks to clever marketing, the ability of factories to take on small runs,
wage gaps narrowing with Asia, geographical convenience and general nostalgia for heritage brands. The growth of fast fashion certainly has helped as
well. “Quick replenishment and fast turn are becoming more important,” commented Herman. “If something is selling well, you need it fast.” Here
are 10 regions that can accommodate. Whether through revitalization or by starting from scratch, this group is forging ahead.
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ith plenty of affordable
space available, a strong textile heritage and news of
businesses in expansion mode, Fall River appears ripe
for revitalization. Add to that a nearby state university
with a respected textile degree and new funding for
workforce training programs there’s good reason for
execs to feel optimistic about made in America manufacturing in this area of Massachusetts once known as
“Spindle City.”
Yet in a recent survey, Fall River was rated as the
second worst city in the state only behind Bedford.
There’s lots of vacant space because textile businesses
like Duro and Quaker have closed up shop. And while
Fall River has textile DNA, it has a lost a generation of
potential workers as the industry has gone offshore.
As one Fall River textile exec explained: Fall River is
a living contradiction, so the health and vitality of the
city really depends on whom you ask.
Fall River’s official motto, dating back to the aftermath
of the Great Fire of 1843, is, “We’ll Try.” That attitude
resonates today as long-time Fall River-based firms like
Bolger & O’Hearn as well as newcomers to the city like
Good Clothing Company, Cleverhood and now Tweave,
focus on a new era of textile success.
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Kentwool Celebrates Business Milestone & Looks Ahead. By Emily Walzer

Upstate South Carolina-based Kentwool, wool manufacturer, retailer of premium merino wool golf
socks and commercial property development company, celebrates 175 years in business this year.
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which brings together businesses that
manufacture locally. A newly proposed
SFMade manufacturing center “has the
potential to be a hub of sorts in the city,”
said Wolfe.
Just south in Oakland, where V. Mora
has an office that helps designers develop
concepts into finished goods, founder Anna
Livermore says, “there are lots of creative
things happening. There is smaller city
support and you feel part of a movement.”
The close proximity to the Oakland port is
a bonus. l
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Trendsetters: Industry Influencers
Talented individuals are the force behind what’s new and exciting in today’s marketplace.

GARMENTS
FOR GOOD

TRENDSETTER | AUTHOR ELIZABETH CLINE

TRENDSETTER | THIRTY THREE THREADS

GARMENTS

Socks Suited for the Studio that Raise the Bar on Performance. By Suzanne Blecher

POSE

HOSE

FOR GOOD

A New Book Explores Ways to Create Meaningful Wardrobes. By Suzanne Blecher
WHEN ELIZABETH L. CLINE’S BOOK
“OVERDRESSED: The Shockingly High Cost of
Cheap Fashion” hit the shelves in 2012 it revealed
the dark side of a world of quickly-made cheap
garments at a time when few wanted to delve
into that topic. The author stated that Americans
purchased 64 items of clothing a year, or slightly
more than one item every week (according to
the American Apparel & Footwear Association).
Cline a dmitted to owning 354 pieces of clothing,
many of which she has since purged.
Fast-forward six years and the constitution of
Cline’s closet has changed dramatically. “I’ve
gone back to buying a lot second hand. Sites
like thredUP, TheRealReal and Swap, along with
peer-to-peer apps like Poshmark, make it so easy
to shop second hand and there’s nothing really
more sustainable,” she said.
In her new book, “The Conscious Closet: A
Revolutionary Guide to Looking Good While Doing
Good,” to be released next year, Cline digs deeper
into consciously uncoupling from nonsense goods
and instead shopping for quality and meaning.
How did Overdressed come to be?
“I knew nothing about the fashion industry going
into writing Overdressed. In college, I was an
anti-sweatshop activist, so I was already aware
of some of the labor rights issues. But really what
prompted it was morbid curiosity about my own
shopping habits. I had always been a thrift shopper
and bought second hand until fast fashion came
around. With clothes getting trendier and cheaper,
I started binge shopping. No one was asking what
the impacts were of accelerated production and
consumption of clothes.”
What has changed in the fashion world since then?
“There is a universal and widespread understanding
that fashion is in a huge sustainability crisis.
However, there has also been impressive change
to fix some of these issues, both on the part of
brands and consumers. Look at the thousands
of new brands who have ethics and sustainability
as part of their brand mission, like Reformation
and Everlane. Major brands like H&M and Zara
are working to make their supply chains more
sustainable, as well as their retail stores.”
There was one chapter in Overdressed entitled
“The Afterlife of Cheap Clothes,” where clothing
waste was discussed extensively.

removal and mending. It’s added a lot to my life,
which been unexpected and nice.”
Please provide some insight from the new book
that our readers would be surprised to hear.
“One thing that everybody is talking about is the
rise in synthetics and polyester. Over half of our
clothing is made of synthetic materials. If you look
at a lifecycle analysis of synthetics vs. natural
fibers, polyester will have a better footprint, but
now we know that polyester is releasing micro
plastics into the water and polluting oceans.
It’s ending up in our food chain and ultimately,
our bodies. I’m also interested to see what new
textiles are going to do to the traditional fiber
market, including alternative leather, spider silk
and others.”

Did learning about that spur you to write your
new book?
“That chapter was the one that a lot of people
were fascinated by. I wanted to know more and
readers wanted to know more. I started filming a
documentary about textile waste (although I’m now
partnering with other people to work on their film,
so I’m not sure it will ever come out). I also work
with Wearable Collections, the Brooklyn-based forprofit used clothing collector. I’ve spent a lot of time
digging through donations and what is clear is how
much the fashion industry is in crisis. It’s a cycle of
buying too much, throwing away and buying more.
One thing that has been lost with fast fashion is
practical knowledge about clothes. A lot of people
don’t know how to shop smart, how to look for
quality, how to properly launder and mend their
clothes. Part of what I want to do in the new book
is to help resurrect those practical skills. It’s good
for the environment and it also just feels good.
What I’ve seen in donations is that with clothes
that are damaged, most of them can pretty easily
be repaired. People think that they can’t sew a
button or mend a hem. I want to inspire people to
do these things. I’ve learned so much about stain

STUDIO SOCKS CAN TAKE A BEATING. BARRY
Buchholtz and his team at Thirty Three Threads
have found a way to make socks pretty, yet high
performing for yogis, cycling enthusiasts and
aspiring ballerinas. “While the product has to
look good, the single most important element
is performance, and we always go back to the
premise that we want to make products that
help our customers do what they love better,”
says Buchholtz, the firm’s president. Thirty
Three Threads makes socks under the ToeSox
and Tavi Noir brand – and Base 33 is its new
brand for men.
We chatted with Buchholtz to learn more
about new categories, opportunities and the
brand’s unique sales strategy.

Have your shopping habits changed since penning
these books?
“When I wrote ‘Overdressed,’ I didn’t have a
relationship with my clothes. I didn’t know
anything about what I was wearing. I now feel
like an educated consumer. That makes it easier
for me to shop. I know when I’m getting good
value for my money. I know materials. I’ve gone
back to buying a lot second hand, which is an
industry that has been completely transformed
by the Internet. I also buy from sustainable brands
like Eileen Fisher, Reformation and Everlane.”

What sparked the idea to get into the sock
category?

“It all started back in 2004. We were fully
immersed in the studio scene ourselves and
saw a genuine need for a product that would
create a hygienic barrier during barefoot activities such as pilates, barre and yoga. Once we
started thinking about it, we realized it was
about more than just hygiene — people were
slipping on equipment, hurting their feet during
barre classes, and needing firmer footing for
all their classes, so we set out to design a sock
that could create the hygienic barrier and also
enhance performance so people could get even
more out of the activities they loved and perform
at their best.”

What is your favorite item in your closet?
“I have developed an obsession with collecting
vintage Anne Klein and Escada from the 1980s and
’90s. I’ve become a total nerd for this high-end
clothing because I know how to find it online. I
have this Anne Klein II blazer that’s probably
my favorite. It has these insane shoulder pads,
but then it’s also cropped. I feel like some sort
of futuristic Grace Jones in this piece. I love it so
much. I found it on thredUP for about $8.”

How is Thirty Three Threads different from
other sock brands out there?

“After fifteen years of sock design and manufacturing, we have truly perfected the art of
creating products that are both high performing and beautiful. We’ve always used organic
cottons and focused on premium raw materials. We also put huge attention to detail in the
design so that it is functional (heels that stay
in place, support where you need it most), as
well as attractive (unique finishes, one-of-akind embellishments). Ultimately, our socks
are always created with one main goal — to

What can the industry be doing better in terms
of sustainability?
“I see brands with sustainability initiatives, but
sometimes they aren’t communicating them to the
consumer. Shoppers should also be more trusting
that brands are trying. Yes, it’s important to find
100 percent ethical and sustainable brands, but it’s
important to also support major and mainstream
brands that are trying.” l

help our customers perform better in the
activities they love.”

sock different?

“While the grip market is our main area of focus,
we realize that our customers have come to
know and trust us and want to buy our products for everyday use. Again, it comes back
to demand. Our cycling and sport products
allow us to reach our customers in activities
that require wearing shoes while still providing a high performance and beautiful product.
We’ve been working on this product for over
two years and are really excited to have created
a sport sock using Perfdry. It’s made on a very
specific type of knitting machine and utilizes
some of the latest techniques that have allowed
us to provide a product that performs to the
demands of our cycling and sports customers.
From the fit, to the ventilation and the moisture
wicking capabilities, this line has already been
extremely well received by the market. We’ve
got new designs coming in Spring 2020, and are
really excited to see this line continue to grow.”

Tell us about your in-studio sales format.

“Our studio partners are the most important
part of our distribution strategy. Being able
to reach our consumers in the place where
they actually practice their exercise regimens
is the best way to authentically connect with
them. Our philosophy has always been that our
product is true equipment that will enhance
your performance during class… so what better
place to sell these products than the studios
that they attend?”

“After fifteen years of sock
design and manufacturing, we
have truly perfected the art of
creating products that are both
high performing and beautiful.
You’ve developed a new men’s line, Base 33.
What is special about these socks and was this
a consumer-driven decision?

What else are you looking to do in the future in
terms of socks both in and out of the studio?

“The sock market continues to grow and we are
looking at several different areas in which our
three brands can continue to create unique, high
quality products focused on performance. We
have plans to launch a kid’s line, collaborations
and partnerships with some major licensing
partners, and are expanding our Tavi Noir casual
line in 2020 with some beautiful additions – so
2019/2020 is going to be busy!”

“Everything we have ever done has been first
and foremost customer driven, and Base 33 is no
exception. Over the past several years we have
seen more and more male consumers practicing
yoga and pilates, yet our ToeSox and Tavi Noir
products are mostly purchased by our female
customers in mind. With some general changes
to the styling, raw material, and colorations; we
have developed a line focused 100 percent on
the active male consumer.”

How has the movement to group and studio
classes changed your business?

“Our business was founded on the studio market,
so this shift to the studio fitness market has
actually been great for us as we are the authentic
partner in this space. We’ve worked hard to
develop products and services that really benefit
the smaller studios, making it easy for them to be
successful in the sock market. Everything from
our b2b ordering, point of purchase displays and
the wide range of product we offer is focused
on creating successful relationships and have
made us the natural choice for that industry.” l

What is new for Tavi Noir? What features do
pilates and barre customers need?

“We are constantly looking for new and innovative products that we can bring to our customers.
This might mean style and color, but we also
continue to experiment with different material
mixes, sock weight, and just overall performance
aspects of the products.”
You are expanding your reach into sports like
cycling. Tell me why. What makes a cycling

Author Elizabeth L. Cline writes about the high cost of fast fashion.
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Recycling
Reinvented
Can you explain what you mean by the term “reverse
supply chain”?

“Specifically, to the fashion industry, it’s what happens
to a garment or accessory after it’s worn and unwanted,
past season or overstock. About 80-85 percent of these
things go into the trash or are incinerated or burned. We

Clockwise from top left:
Helpsy bins in Brooklyn;
Rachel Kibbe and Al
Husted (Co-Founder) at
a sustainable fashion
conference in LA in
2018; Hosting clothing
collection at sustainable
brand pop-up shop at
Arlo Hotel Soho in 2018;
Kibbe and Milliner at
NYSAR3 in 2018 - New
York State’s annual
recycling conference.

Moving
Mountains

Tell me about your bin business.

“We have a bin locator map online to find the one closest
to you. We pay rent each month to have these at schools,
churches, gas stations and shopping malls, for example.
We keep them clean and service them well, but towns also
have their own laws about having bins. We are always
looking for more places to host our bins and be a leader
in caring for them correctly and pay rent on time. That’s
the bulk of our business.”

“We can get things back to retailers that they have lost.
Sorters can go through millions and millions of pieces of
clothing and find things for upcycling so a brand can take
them apart and make something else. We can provide that at
scale, which is pretty groundbreaking. We’re not just asking
customers for their items, we can go through every stream –
even ones that we are not personally part of – to obtain these
items from sorters. We recently asked our sorters to collect
44,000 winter coats to give back to New York Cares, the largest
volunteer network in NYC. Most of those coats were of the
highest grade, new without tags. We bought them back from
our sorters and we are able to fill in the gaps of their drive.
Using reverse logistics to get things to people who really
need them is a relatively new concept. We see tremendous
opportunity there.
Separately, clothing has an environmental impact. If it goes
to the trash, the impact can’t be mitigated. If you keep the
piece of clothing in existence, you are replacing the creation of
a new item, thus reducing carbon emissions and water usage.
We can quantify the tons we are collecting for the retailers
and compute how much water and energy we are saving.”
textileinsight.com

What retailers are you working with currently?

what is reused and what is recycled?

“We are introducing a retail program in March for
Bloomingdale’s nationally. It will be a denim collection
and recycling initiative. Our boxes will be in 33 stores
for a week. Customers will be able to bring any brand of
unwanted denim in and Bloomingdales will give an incentive for some type of discount on a new pair of jeans.”

“That’s where expertise comes in. We tell people, you are
not donating clothes, you are recycling them. You should
never take on the job of sorting yourself. Graders have
their own customers around the world needing specific
things. Perhaps one needs lots and lots of toddler clothing. Grader experts know which toddler pieces are out
of season. Also, a stained cotton t-shirt can be very
valuable because cotton is great for absorption in
industrial rags. It may be better than say nylon
stockings, which are not very recyclable. People
think they are going to insult someone by putting
stained items in a bag for donation, but really,
you’re recycling.”

How do you work with your partners and sorters?

“We are the largest clothing collector in the northeast.
A lot of work that they do takes a trained eye. Determining
the condition and style of an item is difficult. People go
through these items one by one and know how to get the
most value for that item. It’s the most responsible way,
to me, that you can be sustainable – paying a fair living
wage to these people. While this industry has been quite
fragmented in the past, we are trying to make it bigger and
better. A lot of these sorting facilities are mom-and-pop
run and women-owned businesses. This is a relationshipbased business.”
Ninety-five percent of what you collect is reused,
upcycled or recycled. Seventy-five percent is reusable
and 20 percent is recyclable. How do you determine

textileinsight.com
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What can we expect from the brand in 2019?
Scott: “For 19/20 we have a couple of new initiatives. We partnered
with Schoeller and gently launched a Fall ’18 Alpine jacket and

Do you have a favorite garment in the line?
Mike: “We have a women’s down jogger that’s trackable down and
Polartec Power Wool, that may be the most comfortable fabric
I’ve ever put on. It has merino fleece on the inside and nylon to
cut down on abrasion. We’ve also been running our take of a
classic military jacket, the Fishtail Jacket, for several seasons,
and we’ll be doing a 3-layer women’s version.”
Scott: “Whole Garment is really exciting for me because there are
so many possibilities. We are also going to do a spring collection
for the first time. We’re an authentic brand that helps you survive
in the harshest climates of the world, but we also understand
the fashion market. That marriage is exciting and we’ll start to
manifest that more. You are seeing outdoor looks from fashion
brands, but they maybe aren’t using the best ingredients. Then
the outdoor brands have the ingredients, but the styles may not
be as exciting.”
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Why are you ramping things up now?
Scott: “The brand has been through a variety of structures. We have
a new logo and identity. After 17 years, it was time for a refresh.
Adam Shiffman, our new president, had raised capital for another
brand and was always a big fan of ours. Mike and I had our wins
and losses as far as the business goes. The economy had some
funny times, and we made some funny decisions. Retailers over
the last couple of years had been asking why we veered off-brand.
Adam brought a more stable financial backing to the company.”
What does the future hold for Holden?
Scott: “From a product standpoint, continue to build around
versatility and have more products that are less snow sport
specific. I want to keep researching innovations like whole garment and other textile advancements. I want to create ranges of
Holden products that people can use more days of their life, not
just on the mountain.”
Mike: “When Adam came in, one of the first things he asked was,
‘what do you want to do?’” And we said, explore daily wear.
We’ve never had the ability to finance that. If you look at our
trajectory, last year we were about 90 percent alpine. Now with
this upcoming ’19 collection, it’s about 70 percent alpine or even
less. That trend will continue. It mirrors what we do in our lives.
Our strongest age range is 25-35, but the next is 35-50, so we
target folks like ourselves who are into a little bit of everything.
We make products for them.” l
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Sustainability has been a building block of Holden since the
beginning in 2002. How is it a part of today’s offerings?
Mike: “A big part of Holden is that we came to the table early with
materials that people had never seen. Way back, we started pushing vendors by asking for natural and biodegradable materials
that could be backed with a laminate to make them waterproof.”
Scott: “In the outdoor industry then, people ordered from stock
fabric books. For us, as a startup and as two lovers of nature, we
got excited about environmental textiles. It was the perfect storm
because a lot of textile firms were looking to push boundaries
too. They would let us dream up ideas and give us exclusives,
forgiving us the minimums since we were helping develop these
fabrics. We used polyester to stabilize hemp and we’d use a heat
press process for a smoother finish, making it naturally water
repellent. Today, there are innovations, but a lot of it is this stuff
just gaining traction.”
When I saw your recent unisex down sportswear collection,
I was thinking how relevant it is right now. Why don’t more
brands try something like this?
Scott: “I don’t know why people can’t get out of their own way.
When we got started, we hit some roadblocks with retailers
because it wasn’t the path of least resistance. There was always
an upcharge for eco fabrics. Our vision was always to be an
authentically technical and fashionably styled brand for the
outdoorsmen that need to function at peak levels and not look
like a city slicker, yet in the city, not look like they are wearing
equipment to the office. The brand represents that way we live
our lives. Today we’re all on planes and transitioning through
situations and climates.”

Does it pay off for the sorters to be searching for
such specific items or brands?

“Well, they are going through every piece anyway. So,
if you give them enough advance notice and pay them a
percentage more, it adds up very quickly with that quantity
of clothing. This is a brand-new process that retailers are
asking us for. Timing depends on how many items they
need, whether they are going to turn it into something else
or if they are going to sell it as is on another platform.” l
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pants using their Corkshell textile.
Both were awarded the ISPO Product
of the Year award in snowsports for
the outerlayer category. It’s a bluesign
certified jacket with four-way stretch
and a membrane that opens and
closes based on the climate inside
the jacket. For Fall ’19, we reworked
some styles. We are also utilizing
Polartec Alpha in a streetstyle way.
Lastly, we did some made-in-Japan
product on a whole garment knitting
machine. We did a range of trackable
merino wool and recycled PET blend
Mike LeBlanc
in mid-layer tops, along with a jogger.
for men and women. It creates less
waste. Every piece is 100 percent consistent. You aren’t picking
through a pile for the best sweater.”
Scott Zergebel

hen retailers ask why you’ve made
certain decisions (like going offbrand), it’s time to address the
problem. Holden co-founders
Mike LeBlanc and Scott Zergebel
recently decided to take the bull
by the horns with a new president, press outreach and updated
product vision for their Venice,
CA-based brand. While always
rooted in technical pieces with fashion flair, the Holden team
– led by design director Zergebel and LeBlanc for sales and
marketing – is upping the ante into everyday garments that are
uber-functional, yet sleek. Textile Insight talks to the duo about
theirs brand’s story.

think that’s inexcusable. There are outlets for these items
to continue their lives. As the first step in the reverse supply
chain, we are an aggregator, collecting clothes, handbags
and shoes for reuse. We collect from a bin network (we
have about 2000 bins in eight states) to collect clothes from
the public, plus 50 thrift stores. We call that recycling, just
like for plastic or aluminum. The next stop in our personal
supply chain is to graders or sorters who sort through
clothes one by one. They determine if items are resalable
as wearable items or if they are a better fit for industrial
usage (rags or carpet padding). Their customers are thrift
stores, carpet padding and upholstery filling makers, and
industrial rag makers.”

Helpsy works with retailers in several different ways,
such as in-store unwanted clothing take-back, re-capturing items for resale, responsible handling of overstock
and returns, and environmental reporting. Can you
explain more?
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Holden Shifts its Outdoor Offerings to Less Alpine, More All of the Time. By Suzanne Blecher

Partnering with Retailers to Give Stained Shirts and Snagged Socks New Life. By Suzanne Blecher
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elpsy is a for-profit B Corp
with a mission to “radically
change the way people think
about clothing recycling.”
Last year the firm collected
over 25 million pounds of
clothes. For co-founder
Rachel Kibbe, it’s just the
beginning. Textile Insight
caught up with the exec to
chat about the bones of her business.

Tavi Noir Sunny Grip Socks.
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Sustainability + Eco Update
Environmental responsibility is driving positive change all along the textile supply chain. Investment in new eco-efficient technologies
is a high priority within the industry, and corporate cultures are dedicating more time and energy to broadening, diversifying and
strengthening a commitment to sustainable practices.
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Planet-Saving
Solutions

An Industry-Wide Search for Solutions to the Problem of Microfiber Shedding. By Debra Cobb

CLOSING
THE LOOP
ON OCEAN
WASTE

INDUSTRY EFFORTS TO REACH NEW HEIGHTS OF RESPONSIBILITY

SUSTAINABILITY SCALES UP

CLOSING
THE LOOP
ON OCEAN
WASTE

How Sustainability Is Driving Today’s Disruptive Textile Technologies. By Debra Cobb

F

or industry critics who complain that “there’s nothing
new in textiles,” we say:
“Rubbish!”
Efforts to mitigate textile
“rubbish” in the form of
fast-fashion discards, microfiber ocean
pollution, and harmful chemicals leached
into the environment are driving the development of disruptive textile technologies.
In an article about sustainable energy for
Forbes, Brett Trusko, president and CEO,
The International Association of Innovation
Professionals, explains, “Disruptive sustainable technologies are those that change
the sustainability algorithm.”
Perhaps the same could be said about
today’s new textile technologies.

Plastic pollution in our oceans has become the hot topic in sustainability circles, and the textile
industry is just beginning to realize that we own a portion of the blame. The stats are mindboggling. The Great Pacific Garbage Patch, off the coast of California, is estimated to be
a 700,000 sq. kilometer mass. But while natural materials decompose, plastics — synthetic
materials — break down into smaller and smaller pieces that sink into the ocean depths.
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focusing attention.”
The Great Ocean Clean Up
Cleaning up ocean debris is a complex issue.
What happens to the garbage once it’s collected?
Finding the right way to clean, recycle, and
upcycle masses of smelly plastic is the bigger
part of the challenge.
Parley for the Oceans, a think tank dedicated
to addressing the threats towards the oceans,
takes a three-pronged approach to ocean cleanup.
It’s described by the acronym AIR: avoid the use
of plastic, intercept plastic waste before it ends
up in the ecosystem, and redesign products to
fit new industry standards.
Parley has partnered with island countries
whose economies depend on clean waters, such
as the Maldives, Jamaica and Granada, to clean
up local plastic waste.
In 2015 Parley teamed up with Adidas to
develop a sneaker created with yarn from recycled ocean plastic and fishing nets. In 2017 Adidas
sold a million pairs of sneakers made from ocean

waste, and this year the company launched a
new Parley X Adidas Outdoor collection.
Adidas’ recycled polyester supplier, Far Eastern
New Century, says that the sports brand plans
to sell five million pairs of the shoes, each of
which recycles polyester from 11 plastic bottles.
Building a Wave from Ocean Trash
Seaqual 4U, founded two years ago, is an alliance of the Ecoalf Foundation (a fashion/lifestyle
brand and certified B corporation), textile group
Santanderina and spinning mill Antex. Employing
some 400 fishing boats to collect trash from the
Mediterranean, it upcycles the plastic waste to
create the proprietary polymer and fiber brand
Seaqual.
Managing director Michel Chtepa describes
the company as “a business, not an NGO. We
create value and raise awareness by creating
beautiful product.”
Seaqual is offered as both filament and staple,
which can be blended with natural fibers to create
textiles of sustainable origin. Textile companies

textileinsight.com
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The Great Pacific Garbage Patch.

Photo: NBC News

SEAQUAL 4U, a Spanish company created to
upcycle ocean waste, says some eight million tons
of plastic ends up in the ocean each year. And
according to the Ellen MacArthur Foundation,
if nothing changes, by 2020 there will be more
plastic than fish in the ocean.
It gets worse. Eighty-percent of this waste
breaks down into nano-particles which are
ingested by aquatic animals, entering the food
chain ending with human consumption.
A number of studies in both the U.S. and Europe
have found that synthetic textiles, particularly
those made from microfibers, shed thousands of
microplastic fibers each time they are washed.
Mary Catherine O’Connor, an independent
journalist writing for Ensia (a non-profit magazine
focusing on environmental challenges and solutions), reports, “Due to the frequency with which
apparel is laundered and the increasing quantities of clothing being purchased throughout the
world (thanks at least in part to the so-called fast
fashion trend) apparel is the microfiber source
on which researchers and policy-makers are

Compostable Clothing
The issue of synthetic microfiber ocean
pollution – which does not biodegrade
and eventually enters the food chain – has
put a damper on our love affair with the
micropolyester fiber used in much of our
outdoor and athleisure wear, even when
made from sustainably-sourced, recycled
synthetics.
PrimaLoft’s recent launch of PrimaLoft
Bio, a biodegradable microfiber insulation
made from recycled PET, has disrupted
the outerwear world. It’s infused with
a proprietary substance that attracts
microscopic bacteria that break down the
fiber, leaving behind water, CO2, methane,
and biomass.
Third party tests show that the fiber
decomposes more than 80 percent in landfill in a little over a year (compared with
year two for regular polyester insulation)
and 50 percent in seawater (compared
with zero percent for regular insulation
material).
The company quickly followed up
with the introduction of PrimaLoft Bio
Performance Fabric. “We realized we
needed to expand the work we were doing
on the insulation to performance fabrics,”
explains CEO Mike Joyce. With brand
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EXECS SEE BIG IMPACTS ON THE HORIZON

A NEW DAY FOR

By Emily Walzer

When a headline in USA Today proclaims,
“This back to school season it’s cool to be
eco-conscious,” you know that sustainability has reached a new tipping point.
The article, which quotes high-level execs from J.C. Penney and Target
talking about the increase in “eco-friendly options” and “sustainable
clothing” on store shelves this fall, also includes comments from
Greg Thomsen, managing director of adidas outdoor regarding the
company’s latest footwear made from ocean waste. The takeaway:
The outdoor industry is no longer alone fighting the good fight for
environmental responsibility.
It’s a new day for sustainability as other industries begin to
shoulder efforts to bring about a broader, more diverse future for
eco-correctness.
Jeff Nash, a managing partner at Futuremade confirms that this is
a time of transition. “Big companies are making big commitments
with top down level support for goals,” says Nash, who has a deep
background in sustainability leadership within the outdoor space.
He is encouraged by what he describes as a modern goal-driven
approach being adopted by big fashion brand retailers toward
advancing sustainability initiatives.
Like Nash, Bob Buck of Chemours, has been a strong advocate for
sustainability for decades. “There is no let up in energy commitment
for sustainability. But now it’s going beyond the core outdoor (audience) and into new directions,” states Buck. He highlights Chemours’
innovative collaboration with British firm Tesco in launching a UK
schoolwear program that features Chemours’ PFC-Free fabric protector Teflon EcoElite.
Joe Walkuski, Texbase CEO, believes a “rising tide of accountability” is contributing to this contemporary shift toward heightened
sustainability awareness and action. “The consumer is driving this
trend of accountability; Consumers want to understand what goes
into textiles that come in contact with their skin, and hence brands
need to be accountable, and this translates to supply chain transparency,” explains Walkuski.
According to a 2015 Cone Communications Global CSR Study, 84
percent of consumers say they seek out responsible products whenever possible, and 71 percent are willing to pay more for a socially
or environmentally responsible product. Farla Efros, president of the

By Emily Walzer /// Sustainability has a new narrative. Talk is about expanding eco in big
picture ways, and viewing sustainability through a wider, more diverse lens. Central to this
emerging story is today’s step change in eco performance, and how suppliers are making
expansive efforts to advance environmentally responsible textiles with a focus on green
chemistry, resource efficient manufacturing and an increasingly transparent supply chain.
Nowadays functionality, social responsibility and reincarnation of products are all part of the current sustainability
dialogue.
This new narrative ranges from comprehensive facility
upgrades to re-imagining recycling for use in an array of
applications from LCA studies to the scientific nitty gritty
of compliant chemical formulations. Key to all innovation,
however, is a rising spirit of collaboration that is uniting
the textile industry in creating a greener planet for future
generations. As Chemour’s Bob Buck notes, “There is a
significant shift away from confidentiality to traceability.”
Buck, along with other industry sustainability stewards,
realizes that traceability, partnerships, and the emer-
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gence of new compliance indicators like the Higg Index
will drive change. The textile community’s commitment to
environmental-responsibility is obvious from the response
to Textile Insight’s request for information on corporate eco
initiatives. The theme throughout is a positive approach to
the ongoing journey of reducing our environmental impact
and a deeper belief that sustainability matters. Here, textile
suppliers tell their collective sustainability story.

Eco Efficient Manufacturing
Textile firms are investing in new eco-efficient facilities as
well as spending on existing plant upgrades that will lessen
the environmental impact and improve efficiencies. Last

textileinsight.com

Sciessent’s Lava
XL uses zeolites,
mineral-based
substances from
volcanic ash.
Paul Ford, Sciessent

Biosynthetics – plastics made from
biomaterials – could eventually be even
more disruptive. Co-founded by a team
of female PhDs in 2010, Mango Materials
uses methane and bacteria to create PHB
(polyhydroxybutyrate), a degradable
biopolymer with properties similar to
polypropylene. “We call it ‘the unplastic’”
says Anne Schauer-Gimenez, the company’s
VP of customer engagement.
According to Schauer-Gimenez, research
is ongoing regarding the aesthetics and
performance of the polymer. “We can add
other things to the formulation to make
it stretchy, or create or enhance other
properties.” The company is currently
working with melt spinning partners to
create both hard and elastomeric yarns
that are lightweight, hydrophobic, and

won’t melt in the heat.
Most importantly, the raw fiber takes
a month to biodegrade in compost, and
eight weeks in a marine environment.
Commercialization is tentatively scheduled for 2020 – “the sooner the better,”
says Schauer-Gimenez. At present capacity
of 10m pounds per annum, the biopolymer costs out about double the price of
petroleum-based synthetics. “At 100m
pounds we will be competitive,” she claims.
“Methane is cheap if not free!”
Polartec, a pioneer of technical fleece
development, has created Polartec Power
Air, a fabric technology that tackles the
problem of microfiber shedding through an
innovative knit structure that encases the
insulating fibers inside a construction using
continuous yarn. While not compostable,
the “bubble-wrap” structure sheds five
times less fiber than traditional high-pile
insulating knits.
The company developed a testing protocol that simulated dozens of
home washings and captured the shed
microfibers in order to determine the
percentage of weight loss due to shedding.
The company calls Polartec Power Air “a
foundational technology platform that will
eventually provide shedding reduction to
all existing apparel categories.”
Rethinking Antimicrobials
Silver-based antimicrobial technologies,
used to control odor in sportswear and
other apparel, are also of concern. The
Swedish Water & Wastewater Association
(Svenskt Vatten) recently reported that
silver antimicrobial treatments regularly
leach into the water cycle when the treated
clothing is washed.
“Companies which market odor-reducing
treatment sometimes claim that no leaching
takes place during washing. However, the
Swedish Water & Wastewater Association
has carried out washes in a laboratory
setting and can demonstrate that leaching takes place in all silver treatments on
sportswear,” the report states.

Sciessent Lava XL captures and degrades odor molecules and regenerates in the wash.

Taking Eco Performance & Technologies to the Next Level

A Deeper
Shade
of Green

partners searching for biodegradable
shell fabrics to complement the insulation, PrimaLoft is partnering with other
component makers to develop fabrics
using the PrimaLoft Bio technology.
“You have to share and collaborate if
the industry is going to make an environmental impact,” Joyce notes.
Calling the manufacturing of double
velour microfiber fleece “the biggest wasteproducing process” due to microfiber
shedding, Joyce says the first PrimaLoft
Bio fleece prototype has been completed.
Plans are to have four or five iterations of
Bio Performance knit fleeces and technical
fabrics ready for Q1.
“When a garment ends up in the trash
or the wastewater stream, we want it to
turn it into something natural. We’re good
at fiber, so let’s solve that.”
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strategic firm HRC Retail Advisory says that her research has found
that 85 percent of Generation Z will choose eco-friendly products
over those that are not.
As these surveys suggest, purchasing solely based on price is
becoming an outdated model. Younger generations shop according
to value, authenticity, and trust – all qualities that tie directly to
sustainability.
“People are receptive to animal welfare, organic, social responsibility, and carbon footprint. In the hierarchy of decision-making
evidence now points to healthy living,” comments John McKeon, CEO
of Allergy Standards, owner of Asthma & Allergy Friendly Certification
Program. His mantra, “Health for planet, health for people,” taps
into the wellness megatrend that McKeon believes provides ideal
crossover with sustainability.
Renee Henze, marketing director for Sorona, sees a future of more
plant-based fibers used in everything from packing to personal care
as well as apparel. “In new product development, you have to have
performance, but it has to be done sustainably,” says Henze.
Others agree. Walkuski explains, “In the past, quality was about
function -- waterproofness, shrinkage, etc., and it was straightforward. Today quality is concerned with multiple attributes. Building a
quality product from the very beginning includes taking a pro-active
approach to sustainability all along the supply chain.”
States Nash, “The Sustainable Working Group is 10 years old, the
Higg Index is four years old, and industry collaboration is on the rise.
There is harmonization in tools and methodologies. From heritage
companies to start ups, there’s no need to re-create the wheel, the
basic framework and best practices are in place. So when an issue
arises now, for instance with down or wool, the industry rallies and
change happens quickly.”
In other words, we have a new starting point for sustainability.
Sustainability as a Lens to Innovation
“The bar of sustainability keeps raising every year,” says Nash, who
worked at Black Diamond and The North Face prior to co-founding
Futuremade, a sustainability consultancy firm that tailors solutions
for clients navigating today’s complex sustainability landscape.
Interestingly, a majority of FutureMade business is coming from
fashion and retail clients. “They are the ones making strong commitments to sustainability,” says Nash, who is based in Park City, Utah,
and suggests that during this period of disruption big companies
are looking to re-brand, restructure and/or find a unique voice and
textileinsight.com
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Reaching a New Level of Sustainability
Burlington

BURLINGTON IS EXCITED TO INTRODUCE ITS NEXT EVOLUTION
of sustainable fabrics called Restora™. The fabric collection provides

Performance Apparel

renewable options for the eco-conscious outdoor enthusiast. Going
forward, every new development in our Enthusiast Collection of
performance fabrics will have 30% or more recycled content.
The Restora™ collection features fabrics made from a variety of
innovative recycled content. New sustainability partners Eco CircleTM
and SeaqualTM , in addition to long-standing partners REPREVE® and
THREADTM, provide a plethora of options for customers. “Brands
and consumers are becoming more environmentally conscious and
as a manufacturer, we have a responsibility to meet or exceed those

What goes around, comes around.

demands,” says VP Technical Sales Development, Nelson Bebo. “As
outdoor enthusiasts ourselves, we believe strongly that repurposing
waste is a way for us to do our part to put the planet first,” he adds.
“Sustainability at ITG is a commitment that goes hand in hand
with quality, heritage and our sense of community,” comments Ken
Kunberger, President & CEO International Textile Group, adding,
“we believe our products and operations should benefit both the
communities where we work and the environment we all share, and

Who We Are

provide our customers with responsible, innovative products to support

Burlington fabrics has been trusted to perform for over 90 years.

their brand initiatives.”

CHROMUCH:
CHROMUCH: Designer-Friendly
Designer-FriendlyFibers
Fiberswith
withan
an Eye
Eyeon
onSustainability
Sustainability
1.8M lbs. of material into textiles, creating income opportunities for 3,500+
Here is a rundown of our sustainable offerings:
Eco CircleTM: Jiaren’s Eco Circle (powered by Tenjin) uses a closed loop people in Haiti, Honduras, and Taiwan.
recycling system to give new life to polyester-based garments. Through a
revolutionary process where additives and colorants are eliminated, recycled Company-Wide Eco Commitment
Burlington operates as part of the International Textile Group, Inc.
polyester is purified and returns to its original quality and function.
(ITG), which is a diverse, innovative provider of global textile solutions
SeaqualTM: Using 100% post-consumer plastic bottles and plastic waste and distinguished fabric brands for the automotive, apparel, interior
reclaimed from the Mediterranean Sea, yarns are created which contain furnishing and industrial markets worldwide.
The Ultra-Filtration (UF) and Reverse Osmosis (RO) system at
93% to 95% recycled PET and 3% to 7% ocean plastics. For every 1kg of
SeaqualTM yarn produced, 1kg of waste has been removed from the oceans. ITG’s Jiaxing Burlington Textile facility (JBT) is the first of its kind
in the Zhejiang province and allows wastewater to be recycled for the
REPREVE®: REPREVE® transforms pre-consumer fiber waste and post- manufacturing process. 30%-40% of JBT’s water demand is recycled.
consumer plastics into polyester and nylon fibers. When compared to making JBT has been designated as a model facility by the Jiaxing City Economic
virgin fiber, making this fiber offsets using new petroleum, emits fewer Development Zone and awarded the first Star Enterprise in Jiaxing for
greenhouse gases and conserves water and energy. REPREVE® provides a both environmental responsibility and hygiene performance. ITG’s
sustainable component for many ITG fabrics from denim to performance Casimires Burlmex and Cone Denim facilities in Yecapixtla, Mexico
utilize cisterns to collect rain water for manufacturing, which lessens
synthetics to durable contract fabrics.
demand on local water treatment and reduces the carbon footprint.
ITG is committed to only using clean chemistry in the manufacturing
THREADTM: Thread International uses recycled plastic bottles to produce
sustainable fibers that are not only are good for the environment, but also process and has pledged to multiple sustainable initiatives and certifications
TM
provide income opportunities. So far, THREAD : has recycled over including Bluesign, ZDHC, Oeko-Tex, and Higg Index. n

Today, we continue our commitment to supply advanced performance

A renewable fabric collection for the eco-conscious outdoor enthusiast.
fabrics to the apparel, military, activewear, barrier and contract markets
around the world.
Burlington parent company International Textile Group, Inc. (ITG) has
worldwide operations in the United States, Mexico, and China. ITG’s
business units include: Burlington, Cone Denim, Safety Components, and

Who We Are
CHROMUCH, under the Nan Ya Plastics Corp, is one of the largest
producers of virgin and recycled fibers in Asia. The company is also a
vertical fabric solution provider with its own in-house weaving and coating
capabilities. The experience and scale of the Taiwanese corporation makes
it one of the few manufacturers in the world to produce recycled versions
of solution dyed fibers.
The Nan Ya fabric facility is bluesign®, Oeko-Tex®, GRS, and ISO-14001
certified, making CHROMUCH one of the most conscious and forward
thinking material solutions on the market. Chromuch also looks to be
bluesign® approved for certification in 2019, and is currently undergoing a
third party HIGG verification. Preliminary assessment indicates one of the
highest HIGG scores thanks to the Recycled Fiber + Solution Dye nature.

Vibrant Color Meets Conscious Design
To live more sustainably is a challenge we all face everyday. We try
our best to recycle more, to be less wasteful and to shop mindfully in
an effort to purchase goods from companies that share our values.
Product developers also strive to achieve sustainability goals in their
work to create exciting product collections. However, that is easier said
than done. Problems often arise finding the ideal eco-conscious material
to match their design vision coupled with difficulty overcoming barriers
related to minimum order quantities and price.
CHROMUCH brings a fresh, designer-friendly approach. Advanced,
new technology balances aesthetics and performance in yarns that are
as eye-catching as they are functional. The company’s recycled solution
dyed polyester offers vibrant, long lasting color that is responsibly
made, on trend, and accessible to the design community. In other
words, Chromuch solves the eco concerns and design dilemmas long
associated with solution dye fibers.
The company’s patented ChromShield™ technology levels up the
solution dye process, providing vibrant color with superior fade resistance
from the elements like UV, machine washing and general wear and tear.
ChromShield™ sheath and core structure enables exceptionally lively
colors on solution-dye fibers. The sheath layer provides additional
color enhancement as well as colorfast protection to the pigment core.
Traditional solution dye fibers only have the exposed pigment color core.
“Deep and vibrant colors with durable colorfastness are not usually
achieved with solution dye fibers,” states Mike Shih of Chromuch.
“Under the same color shade, ChromShield™ allows better colorfastness
performance.”

CHROMUCH is the most reliable and most eco-certified synthetic fiber
available on the market.

Carlisle Finishing. The firm has over 4,500 employees globally.SCAN TO
LEARN

ITG operates its business in a manner that protects the environment,
MORE
minimizes the footprint of our operations, and promotes responsible

burlingtonfabrics.com | 336.379.6220 |

To Learn More

@burlington1923

Performance On Demand
By choosing CHROMUCH, rich color and functionality are inherent to
the yarn, innovating the entire design process. ChromShield™ technology
allows a variety of customizable functional options for product developers.
Whether the design demands quick-dry, antibacterial, UV blocking
or heat retention properties, Chromuch can deliver superior textile
performance sustainably.
“With ChromShield™ the outer sheath layer allows functional chemistries
to be added to the yarn,” explains Shih. “This is not a topical finish that
can wear off; the performance is embedded as part of the yarn.”

dye by offering seasonal and trend-right colors with competitively priced
fabrics that are always in stock with low minimum order quantity.
“In the past, solution dyed producers didn’t offer colors in stock due to
the nature of the material,” Shih states. “Even if they did, the color selection
was limited. This is the first-time a solution dye fiber manufacturer offers
in stock colors selected by a color consulting company.”
CHROMUCH, in partnership with Paris-based PromoSTYL, has
introduced an exceptional 2021 Color Guide. The color selection consists
of five collections bursting with directional shades for the upcoming
2021 season. Each range is supported by color harmonies to aid designer
decision-making. The curated color guide offers additional information
on key colors for women, men and core palette.
With the CHROMUCH Now program, a designer no longer needs
to compromise their creative vision or their concern for the planet to
achieve textile excellence. n

Certified Eco
CHROMUCH is advancing water-free dyeing with the creation of
premium, eco-certified recycled fabrications. Chromuch solution dye fibers
are not only water-less, they are made of recycled PET bottles and are GRS
4.0 certified. For every kilogram of Chromuch fiber, 77 plastic bottles are
removed from landfills. Chromuch solution dyeing saves three gallons
of water per yard, and savings of 3000 liters of water per average dye lot.
By reinventing color at the fiber level, CHROMUCH sets a new
standard in eco-conscious solution dye fabric that helps to conserve
natural resources.

stewardship of natural resources.

www.Chromuch.com
color@chromuch.com

To Learn More:

CHROMUCH Now: Tailor Made For Designers
These days, more and more brands are looking to design with earthfriendly fibers that provide performance benefits. While solution dye has
been considered a good option, historically designers found it difficult to
surmount factors associated with the process, specifically higher MOQs
(often 30,000 yards/color), long lead-times, and price.
Chromuch has introduced a new program that puts developer needs
first aiming to make solution-dye fiber adoption more attainable than
ever before. CHROMUCH Now removes conventional barriers to solution

Corporate Headquarters
804 Green Valley Rd. Greensboro, NC
336-379-6220
burlingtonfabrics.com

Old garments ready to be recycled by Eco Circle and post-consumer waste in the ocean
collected by Seaqual.

Repreve-Thread.

JBT-Bluesign.
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“This is the first-time a solution
dye fiber manufacturer offers
in stock colors selected by a
color consulting company.”
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ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY IS DRIVING POSITIVE
change all along the textile supply chain. Investment in
new eco-efficient technologies is a high priority within the
industry, and corporate cultures are dedicating more time
and energy to broadening, diversifying and strengthening
a commitment to sustainable practices. Business leaders
across the board are dialed into consumers’ heightened
interest in how apparel and footwear is made, and are
striving to create quality products using cleaner and
greener processes. Transparency from “From dirt to

A Special
Advertising
Section

shirt,” and “From field to fabric” is the new normal in
today’s marketplace.
The companies profiled on the following pages get
it. These firms are actively embracing sustainability.
Product development focused on reducing resources
without compromising performance is front and center.
So, too, is innovation centered on the anthem “renew,
reuse, recycle.” The result: Textile suppliers secure in
the knowledge that what is good for the planet is also
good for business.
An in-depth look at the eight companies featured
in this special Insight on Sustainability section offers
an optimistic view of eco efforts going forward. The
advances achieved, and the ambitious goals outlined by
each company are exciting. But when they combine, as
an industry overall, then we see that textile businesses
are truly becoming a force for good.
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Consumer Surveys

CARPE
TRENDEM

Trend Insight: A snapshot of what’s resonating with consumers to help make
smarter business decisions, inspire creative solutions, and generate original ideas.

Seize the Trend

TRENDINSIGHT

TRENDINSIGHT

We surveyed 228 consumers. Here is what they told us.

How Tech & Fashion Impact Fabric Choices
Consumers want active lifestyle items that

shopping decision-making, 62 percent of

perform well and look good. To keep pace with

respondents report that it is somewhat

that demand, two important trends are currently

important that the performance product align

driving product innovation: Wearable “smart”

with fashion trends. Indeed a smaller than

fabrications that offer added functionality are a

expected percentage of survey participants

key driver, and so, too, is the development of

own wardrobes with a large selection of

materials that enhance comfort and aesthetic

athleisure wear. While respondents report

qualities of “athleisure” style. The charts shown

to be generally in favor of the comfort and

here shine a light on how tech and fashion

versatility that athleisure looks afford, sentiment

impact consumers shopping behavior.

exists that these casual, stylish looks lack

For example 74 percent of respondents

fitness authenticity. For example, when asked

report that interest in smart fabrics over the

to define athleisure one survey participant

past year increased, and — not surprisingly

responded, “You looked like you just worked

— 80 percent of respondents currently own a

out, but did you?” See page 30 for more

smart watch or fitness tracking device. Yet, 63

respondent quotes.

a higher priority than smart fabric tech. That

Ages: 18-60

belief may be due to some confusion and

Gender: Male and Female

misunderstanding of what makes something

Brief: Seeking active athletic adults who

a “smart textile.” Direct quotes from survey

participate in both indoor and outdoor sports

respondents on the topic illuminate need for

and activities multiple times per week. i.e.

clarity on this emerging category.

Running, Hiking Cycling, Triathlon, Cross-

TRENDEM

training etc.

Trend Insight Consumer is a feature within Textile Insight that
delivers research conducted on the MESH1 Platform. MESH1
collects data from a select panel of sports enthusiasts. For
information on the Mesh1 Platform, contact Brian Bednarek
at 603-766-0957 or brian.bednarek@mesh01.com. For more
information on Trend Insight and how your company can participate,
contact Jeff Nott at 516-305-4711 or jnott@formula4media.com.

TRENDS AND LOYALTY

What percentage of your current workout
wardrobe transitions easily from sport to
street wear?

How important is it to you that
performance product align with current
fashion trends?

Have you become brand loyal to
certain fabric or fabrics based on a
company’s social media?

81%
62%

are a major talking point for outdoor brands at
the moment — with good reason. In our exclusive
research on these pages, we surveyed more
than 100 active/outdoor consumers about their
thoughts on sustainable products, the marketing
of these products, and about their own role in the
sustainability discussion. Ninety-five percent of
consumers told us that brands that are working to
be sustainable should advertise it. Seventy-seven
percent told us they would be willing to pay more
for an eco-friendly product. Yet 44 percent said
they place “very little” consideration on the eco
impact of the packaging and shipping of products
they buy online. Consumers also weighed in on
the retailer’s role in the sustainability equation.
See our back page for those interesting replies. n
The survey, conducted by MESH01, included
106 active/outdoor sports participants, men and
women, aged 18 to 55.

36%
CARPE
TRENDEM

28%
18%

Less
than 10%

18%

10-25%

25-50%

Greater
than 50%

17%

Somewhat
Important
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Very Important

“It’s not important to me because I need quality, and sustainability is not often known
for quality.” FEMALE 48
“Eco-friendly is second on my list of important things to think of when making a
purchase. Comfort is the most important thing.” FEMALE 32
“I’m not convinced that all sustainable products are ‘greener.’” MALE 42
“To be completely honest I buy clothing based on the way it looks. If I see something
that catches my eye, environmentally friendly or not, I’ll purchase it.” FEMALE 29
“It is becoming increasingly important. I currently feel like many things are called
eco-friendly as a selling point, but I suspect the sourcing is insignificantly more
sustainable and that they will behave insignificantly differently in the landfill. If I had
actual reason to believe that something is truly sustainable/eco-friendly, then yes. But
I am highly skeptical of most that make this claim, as I suspect it is largely a marketing
ploy to appeal to people who want this.” FEMALE 38

Very
Important

19%

Are you willing to pay
more for a sustainable/
eco-friendly product?

No

Yes

No

textileinsight.com
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Does a brand’s social and/or
environmental policies sway your
purchasing decision?

If you answered yes to a brand’s
policies swaying your decisions,
how important are a brand’s values
to what you choose to buy?

If you answered yes to a brand’s
policies swaying your decisions,
would you pay more for that brand?

73%

63%

27%

How much more would you be
willing to pay for a sustainable /
eco-friendly product?
26%

34%

41%

10%
Yes

26%

20%

23%

SEIZE THE TREND!

Trend Insight Consumer is a feature within Outdoor Insight
that delivers research conducted on the MESH01 Platform.
MESH01 collects data from a select panel of sports
enthusiasts. For information on the Mesh01 Platform, contact
Brian Bednarek at 603-766-0957 or brian.bednarek@
mesh01.com. For more information on Trend Insight
Consumer and how your company can participate, contact
Jeff Nott at 516-305-4711 or jnott@formula4media.com.

BRAND’S POLICY

“I like it, but the product has to be appealing without it.” FEMALE 33

Very Important

No

Yes

Somewhat Important

No

Where do you learn about the brand’s social or environmental policies?

16%
11%

21%

Not
Important

Somewhat important

“Yes, I consider this when comparing items, but it needs to be obvious on the tag or
marketing that these products are eco/sustainable, otherwise it is difficult to differentiate
between competitors.” MALE 30
SUSTAINABLE AND ECO-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS

The panel consisted of 228 Testers.

Consumers are increasingly aware that the jacket they wear for outdoor
adventures may have a direct impact on the future of that environment.
The contemporary “think before you buy” attitude is reflected in our
survey. When asked “has your interest in knowing where a product is
made increased in the past year,” 58 percent of respondents answered
“yes.” Brands are driving this trend of conscious consumption: Over
70 percent of the survey panelists confirmed that a brand’s social
and/or environmental policies sway a purchasing decision. In other
words, corporate values are a major influencer in today’s shopping
experience, with social media and brand websites playing a major role
in communicating a company’s point of view on current affairs. Based
on these survey results, label reading and reacting to “buy responsible”
brand messaging both look likely to gain consumer interest at retail, not
only in apparel but also carrying over to the footwear category, too, in
the year ahead. The panel consisted of 152 active, athletic men and
women who live in the U.S, with an average age of 37.

10%
Not Important

We surveyed 152 consumers. Here is what they told us.

How (and where) Goods Are Made

27%

CARPE

performance such as wicking is still considered

Is sustainability/eco-friendliness an important factor for you
when selecting apparel, footwear or gear to purchase?

TRENDINSIGHT

62%

percent of those surveyed report that fabric

When it comes to the role of fashion in

Consumers
Weigh in on
Sustainability

We surveyed 106 active/outdoor consumers. Here is what they told us.

30%

27%
19%
12%

77%

Yes

Not
willing to
pay more

$5-$10

$10-$15

$15-$20

7%

5%

More
than $20
Social Media

outdoorinsightmag.com
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Brand’s Website

News / Newspapers /
Magazine

Labels / Hang Tags

Retail Sales Associate

Not Relevant to
My Purchase
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talking to customers about the season’s innovations and how the latest textiles enhance today’s active lifestyle. Style Insight appears in
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DENIM

DECONSTRUCTING TEXTILES

DECONSTRUCTING TEXTILES

DECONSTRUCTING TEXTILES

BEST&
BRIGHTEST
Spotlighting the
coolest gear,
footwear, apparel
& accessories
for Fall ’20
and Spring ’21.

What
You Need
to Know
About
Denim

5 TEXTILE
TRENDS
Knowing a handful of textile
trends will simplify talking to
customers about Spring 15
innovations. For the season
ahead, the latest fabrics are:

Jeans by Boulder Denim

True Color, a color-fastness process that doesn’t
sacrifice durability, is achieved via solution
dyed nylon, a process with considerable water
savings and an area where Cordura has made
significant investment. Cordura’s SuperCharged
Noir is a collaboration with Lenzing (Tencel)
and Artistic Milliners.
Invista unveiled three stretch technologies
under its Lycra Xfit platform, signaling that it is
no longer enough to just offer “stretch.” Indeed,
customization of stretch denim has arrived.
“We can offer a variety of tech to meet different
needs,” says Jean Hegedus, global segment
director for denim. “We think the next horizon
is really around bi-stretch and new technologies
to take comfort even further.”
Traditional outdoor fabrications are central to
denim trends forecasted for next season. Highpile fleeces, durable canvas and Sherpa trims mix

DENIM FOOTWEAR?
YES, IT’S A THING.

Trends, perspecTive & AnAlysis • JUly/AUGUsT 2018

OluKai has launched Hawaiian Blue. Each pair of
shoes in the small-batch collection is unique due
to being hand crafted and hand-dyed with indigo
plants grown in Hawaii. OluKai partnered with

CASUAL COOL

Hawaiian Blue artists Donna Miyashiro and Tokunari
Fujibayashi to create beautiful indigo fabric, which
is the centerpiece of this limited edition release.

Lightweight yet
performance packed

with denim in hybrid garment constructions that
have a snowsports DNA and a streetwear twist.
Forecaster Amy Leverton, of Denim Dudes,
identifies this trend as “Altitude,” a look she
describes as “Retro utility gear and 90s hip-hop
hitting the slopes together.”

FABRIC INTELLIGENCE

Utility is the buzzy phrase for classic workwear
silhouettes such as trucker jackets, carpenter
pants and jumpsuits outfitted with functional
pocketing. This is not lost on the fashion crowd.
The latest trend report from WhoWhatWear
announces workwear as the trend “Poised to Be
the Next Athleisure.” With a foundation built
on functionality, workwear is something the
outdoor industry surely understands and should
capitalize on with the latest sport tech and styles
influenced by today’s urban outdoorists.
This all circles back to the Kingpins show.
It should be noted that the vibe at Kingpins
is a dead ringer for the Venture Out scene at
Outdoor Retailer. Business is very relationship
driven, socially relaxed and community-oriented. Both gatherings serve as micro-industries
tuned into today’s urban audience yet holds dear
the romance of heritage makers. As Venture
Out continues to gain traction as the new
outdoor, denim is a kindred spirit. However,
denim is important to outdoor because it brings
greater reach, and extensive crossover potential
beyond the backcountry roots of trails and
slopes. Party on. n

BE LIKE
NATURE

3

Durable yet Soft

5

TEXTILES HAVE LONG BEEN THE DRIVER BEHIND PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR PRODUCTS.
While performance remains critical for fabric
product development, the latest innovations
bring a new level of sophistication to outdoor
textiles. Nowadays performance is a multifunctional proposition that must be compatible
recent years, cooling materials have upped the
with a combination of style components.
factorhydrophobic
for warm-weather
workouts,
Versatility is key with function and fashion
in nature, by permanentlycomfort
attaching
whiskers
at the
while advancements in textile breathability
going hand-in-hand.
molecular level to individual
elevate
liquids,
causing them The season ahead highlights thinner, lighter,
havefibers
offeredthat
an extra
level of
performance
as individuals pursue more active endeavors.
softer textiles. This is true across the board for
to bead and roll right off the
fabric
surface.
It’sonly
breathable.
Durable.synthetics, natural fibers and blends. Technologies
Textile
suppliers
have not
kept pace with
consumer demand for enhanced durability,
and finishing treatments offer cooling comfort,
Fast drying. Protects you from
the elements. And Earth-friendly.
resistance in terms of abrasion, wind and water,
lightweight performance and flattering drape.
as well as odor-control properties, but vendor
These factors are addressed in both next-to-skin
efforts have pushed the marketplace to adopt
textiles as well as outerwear materials meant for
Go to website and social media
to see
the latest
from Nanotex.
ever higher
functional
standards.
wear in Spring and early-Summer. But don’t be
During the last few decades, fabric
technologies have ushered in a slew
of functional features allowing outdoor
enthusiasts to achieve athletically no matter

Mother Nature has in store. In more
Aquapel is a revolutionarywhat
technology
that borrows from functions

@nanotex_technology
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fooled; these new outdoor fabrics may look and feel
refined, however, products retain a rugged DNA.
An emphasis on stretch is also an important
element in Spring 2015 collections. A new
generation of spandex is emerging allowing for
lighter weight constructions, better breathability
and smoother hand. Incorporating stretch gives
designers the ability to fashion slimmer silhouettes
and a body-conscious fit, a look that is on trend for
men and women as compression and shaping are
part of today’s modern aesthetic.
Extending performance technology to new
markets is another textile trend coming of
age within the outdoor industry. Comfortable
functionality with broad appeal is top of mind for
textile suppliers as portfolios diversify. Once the

@Nanotex

outdoorinsightmag.com
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DECONSTRUCTING TEXTILES

Trends That Make You Say “Wow”

1
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WORK
IT OUT

2

THE RETAIL
COMEBACK
OUTLOOK
2021

3

SNEAKER STYLE
SUSTAINABILITY
TEAM SPORTS TECH
MASKING UP
November 2020 / sportstylemag.com
Summer 2020 • 1
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TEXTILES

DECONSTRUCTING TEXTILES

Concept III: Several advancements are
on tap for upcoming seasons. Highlights
include: Dry-Tex innovative lightweight
softshell and technical laminates that continue to gain traction in active/outdoor
applications; a large collection of sustainable textiles with an array of technical
fleece fabrics from Kingwhale that feature
the company’s Low Impact Technology
(LIT) manufacturing method; Polygiene
bluesign approved odor-control technology; and Bolger & O’Hearn’s PFC-Free DWR
treatment.

textileinsight.com

M O D E R N

P E R F O R M A N C E

Multi-Use Designs for On the Go, On the Road or On the Couch Days

virus continues to be a concern, especially
with locally contracted cases reported
in Florida and Texas, and Lyme disease
continues to spread to different parts of
the country. Brand partners are exploring
a wider assortment of products. ExOfficio,
Craghoppers and Toad&Co are expanding
offerings, with new partners in the wings
for 2018.

Nagnata: Wool Activewear for Women

D

esigned for hot yoga, pilates, cycling, dance
and cardio exercise, the Merino wool range,
created in collaboration with The Woolmark
Company, is a performance-focused, unique fabrication
that’s sustainably made. Inspiration is drawn from
traditional men’s wool suiting fabrications creating
a houndstooth knit jacquard pattern, combined with
the brand’s signature color-blocking and retro-sport
details.
Laura May, founder and creative director, explains:
“Our aim was to develop an innovative performance
wool seamless knit fabrication that wasn’t already
on the market and which could provide a super soft
second-skin hand feel using the highest possible
content of natural fibers.
Circular knitting technology and an exclusive
blended yarn has allowed the collection to concentrate
on seamless garments, wherein no excess material is
wasted in the construction phase and irritation next to
the skin from seams is eradicated. This, combined with
a blend of Australian Merino wool with Tencel, allows
for fitted, high-stretch workout clothes with minimal
use of synthetic fibers and maximum breathability
and softness.
Merino wool is one of the world’s most technically
advanced fibers and works in total harmony with the
wearer’s body. We believe style and quality does not
need to be sacrificed in the pursuit of sustainably
produced fashion.” n

Pertex: The UK-based supplier has a new
brand structure. Fabric sub-brands are
redefined and categorized by end-user
benefits. The new sub-brand structure
consists of three distinct series: Pertex
Quantum – insulation/wind fabrics, Pertex
Shield – waterproof breathable fabrics,
Pertex Equilibrium – double weave fabrics.

Cordura: A 50th anniversary brings forth
a slew of activity under the umbrella of
PrimaLoft: Recently introduced is PrimaLoft
“Heritage meets Innovation.” A highlight
Black Insulation ThermoPlume, a highis a new fiber technology, two-plus years
performing blowable synthetic insulation
in development, called T420HT. The milior the season ahead the suswith the look and feel of natural down.
tainability story is strong,
tary grade high-tenacity fiber will debut
The new product is a blend of water-resisbut so too is the comfort
with Dickies workwear Pro line. A Combat
tant PrimaLoft fibers that deliver loft, wet
story, the heritage story,
Wool collaboration with Marlane delivers
weather protection and compressibility.
the partnership story, the
performance wool fabrics for men’s preIts construction allows for it to be blown
supply chain story — the
mium suiting.
through traditional down-blowing manulist goes on. Textile suppliers increasingly
facturing equipment.
understand the use of story telling as a
eVent: A slate of brands are coming on
compelling and effective way to explain and
board for Fall/Winter. eVent’s newest, toughSchoeller: Winter 2018/19 features new
enhance the appeal of new technologies and
est waterproof tech, DVexpedition, will
water-repelling Schoeller-shape reflex
fabrications in the active outdoor category.
launch with Flylow. DVexpedition is eVent’s
fabrics that incorporate reflective yarn
Performance continues as a main theme.
most durable, air permeable and waterproof
unnoticeable during the day, including
Lightweight is a common refrain but in new
membrane, purpose-built for skiers and
denim styles with c_change and elegant
ways: lightweight laminates, for example, are
serious adventurers. Rab, Motorfist, Eddie
mulesing-free wool tweeds. Schoeller
a major talking point. Weather-protection
Bauer, K2 and Strafe are other new eVent
also expands its Econyl collection with
partners in apparel.
remains a driver; however, versatility is
an ultralight, bielastic Schoeller-dynamic,
equally critical. Enthusiasts want textiles
a very soft, fine Schoeller dryskin and a
that deal with Mother Nature’s blasts of
Halley Stevensons: With its unique features,
light double- Schoeller-WB-400. The Econyl
cold, snow and wind, yet also materials
textile heritage and sustainable attributes,
regeneration system collects regenerable
that keep pace with cold weather aerobic
waxed cotton is drawing interest in conmaterials from landfills and oceans and
activities that require breathability, moistemporary outdoor. The company has
recycling them into production lines.
ture transfer and anti-odor technologies.
new programs with Mission Workshop,
Collaborations play a big role in next
Triple Aught Design, Filson, Burberry and
W.L. Gore: Celebrating a milestone birthday,
season’s story telling. And advances in
Carhartt, along with a new waterproof
the company will feature product innovations from the past 40 years that are now
tech, as well as improvements in comfort
wax alternative, called Discovery, that
is
ortholite.com
and aesthetics, are being told in tandem
a high-performance material with a soft,
considered industry staples. Gore-Tex fabric
by suppliers and brands.
lux fabric hand.
was made commercially available 1976 in
tents made by Early Winters and sleeping
the outdoor
market matures
and to perform. Enter OrthoLite insoles—
Even the As
most
fashionable
shoes need
becomes increasingly lifestyle oriented,
Shield: 2016 was a busy year for
bags and down garments by Marmot. Gore
the secret
to delivering superior step-inInsect
comfort
with style. Our proprietary
new ways of selling and telling the outInsect Shield, with growth in all channels
Seam-Tape came next in 1979 and many
open-cell
foam
technology
delivers
industry-best
breathability,
moisture
door performance story is an important
including military, outdoor and pet. The Zika
new products followed over the decades. l

Above: Schoeller’s new
denim with reflective
yarn and c_change
technology. Below:
Halley Stevensons
Discovery waterproof
wax alternative.

By Emily Walzer

F

management and antimicrobial odor inhibitors to deliver a cooler, drier, healthy
pair of shoes with long-term cushioning and comfort.

Vuori: Fleet Pant for Men

T

he Fleet Pant is a performance stretch knit made
from recycled nylon that is ultra lightweight
and breathable. So comfortable that Vuori has
nicknamed the pants “silk pajamas.”
Cami Ashing and Rebecca Bray, Vuori’s Mens
Merchandiser and Head of Design, explain: “The
premium fabric met with an aesthetic that is not
overly designed, but rather subtle details that give
a more refined look and feel than many traditional
outdoor brands.
“The fabric is made in Italy and is comprised of a
very fine recycled yarn. It is knit densely, which gives
it the clean, matte appearance from the exterior, but
the knit construction blended with stretch gives you
the freedom to move without restriction.
The brushed interior elastic with built-in drawcord
at waistband allows for additional support and comfort
without exposing the casual nature of a pull on pant.” n
30 • Textile Insight ~ July/August 2019
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Today’s Active Aesthetic

industry yarn.
Here are some developments to watch
for at Outdoor Retailer Winter Market:

3. Dream Weave
The comfort and sleek looks of knit
uppers has meant an explosion of
woven— and knit-like meshes — in
the outdoor market. Adidas’ Parley
partnership continues with the Terrex
Voyager CC Parley trail style, which
showcases the recycled yarn made from
reclaimed ocean plastic. Merrell takes
advantage of its stretch knit materials
sock-like fit on close-to-the-foot trail
modes. OluKai puts a dressier spin on
knit comfort, and Altra and Keen embrace
the sporty look on new spring models.

in terms of technical achievement and wearability.
For example, PrimaLoft’s new insulation
product elevates comfort for high output
adventures, while OrthoLite advances product
development of its performance and comfort
insoles with strong company leadership and
extended focus on innovation. Ramtect makes
a strong statement in support of locally made
products and promotes the exceptional qualities of
wool insulation. Lubrizol introduces an innovative
midsole material that improves user performance
and offers manufacturers production
efficiencies. Details of these developments are
outlined in the company profiles that appear in
this special section.
Rounding out our pages dedicated to
Deconstructing Textiles is a fabric primer
written by Kurt Gray. He offers an educational
and entertaining refresher course in textile basics
that will come in handy when deciphering what
you see, read, and hear about while cruising the
aisles of upcoming trade shows.
Today’s textiles succeed by enhancing
user experience. These fabrics work great during
a weekend ski trip, or a once- in-a-lifetime
mountaineering adventure. But they are equally
great when worn on a daily basis, from season to
season, year in and year out.
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A Good Yarn

2. Color Block Party
It’s no secret that the outdoor and
athletic footwear markets cross-pollinate;
this season, outdoor and run styles are
borrowing heavily from athletic’s classic
retro color-blocked look. Clean, distinct
lines and a classic outdoor color palette
keep the look right at home on boot styles
from Wolverine 1000 Miles and Forsake.
A more subtle ombre effect and brighter
colors suit fast-looking run styles from
Salomon and Saucony.

previously available styles, without sacrificing
technical weather-resistant properties. Comfort
is key.
• Fabrics that provide added versatility. Versatility
has emerged over the last few seasons as an
essential element in active/outdoor product
design.
• Fabrics that surprise with functionality and a
touch of fashion. Reverse-ability feeds into
the versatility trend, and reflective details are
increasingly desirable for a growing number of
consumers who workout in low-light conditions
as they try to sneak in a workout before or after
the workday.
The companies featured on the following pages
are leading the industry in modern-day textile
innovation, whether that’s in fibers, fabrics
or finished goods. Their expertise in product
development is not only improving upon
performance features like moisture management,
durability, warmth without weight, thermoregulation and breathability but advancing
lightweight comfort performance in new and
exciting ways. The latest insulations for apparel
applications are now ideal for anything Mother
Nature has in mind, from cold, wet, windy days
of winter, to sunny springtime warmth. And Fall
2016 footwear offerings go way beyond the basics

CONFIDENCE IN TEXTILES

The Latest Fabric Developments Have Performance Stories to Tell.

T

footwearinsight.com

he talk about textiles in recent
years seems to have morphed into a
language all it’s own, and nowhere
is this more apparent than the
Outdoor Industry. Discussions around fabric
tech and material trends, especially during trade
show season, can be a swirl of terminology and
abbreviations that may register with a textile
engineer, but can leave the a majority of folks
involved in the conversation completely lost.
But here’s the thing, today’s textile introductions
generally revolve around three fundamental
concepts: solutions to everyday problems; a
balance of performance and comfort; and an
element of design newness or “wow factor.” In
other words, when considering the thousands of
jackets displayed at winter expos, you’ll want to
ask yourself, “How is this apparel going to make
my customers’ life better?”
Particularly important for Fall 2016 is how the
latest textiles enhance today’s active lifestyle.
Priority features to keep in mind are:
• Fabrics that are super breathable, so while doing
a fast hike on a Sunday afternoon, or sprinting
to catch the commuter train, the garment won’t
feel clammy inside as the user heats up.
• Fabrics and a garment construction that
offers more built-in stretch and softness than

7/22/14 6:35 PM

here is nothing subtle
about the latest footwear
looks with fabric
innovations that pack a
strong visual punch. The
story for the seasons
ahead is all about things that catch the
eye – as much as the things that function
for the foot. Aggressive color-blocking,
textural knits, reflectivity, and a hit
of bling are all out in force for future
collections. Here are five standout trends
that capture the style, substance and
sizzle of upcoming collections for S/S18:
1. Straptastic
As the sport-sandal renaissance has
matured and settled in, new variations
keep the look fresh and modern. Chaco’s
extra-thick webbing on the Mega Z Classic
style is a perfect example. Birkenstock,
too, went big with a new spin on classics
such as the iconic Gizeh and Madrid
styles. Contrasting black and grey make
the hook-and-loop closure on Topo’s Cor
training style pop, and Ecco uses contrast
stitching and colorful logo pops to put the
focus on a multi-strap style.

T

4

Highly Breathable

Designed to move, either
via a stretch fiber or by
construction

High-tech
outerwear uses
many types of
fabric.

www.nanotex.com
outdoorinsightmag.com

2

Technical and Stylish

Workwear Is Trending Up
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IN TERMS OF INNOVATION

1

By Emily Walzer

I
OUTDOOR GEAR GUIDE

TOP

The Jeans Business
is Worth Watching

nterest in performance tech and
sustainability measures have been
brewing in the denim business in recent
years, but now with suppliers advancing
customization and the fashion world
keen on workwear, denim brings a lot
to the innovation party.
Strong relevance to outdoor was apparent
at the Kingpins Show held in New York
City in June. Messaging at exhibitor booths
highlighted forward thinking approaches toward
environmental and social responsibility along
with material enhancements in color-fastness,
stretch and durability.
Cordura showed SuperCharged Noir denim.
A dense, dark black denim, the new offering is a
blend of five key performance features, referred to
as “5S technology” that includes: Stay True Color,
Strength, Softness Sustainability and Stretch. Stay

TALKING TEXTILES

PERFORMANCE FROM THE INSIDE OUT
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textileinsightextra.com
News, analysis, opinion. Published monthly.

12X

3,100+

25%

7,000+

PUBLISHED
EACH YEAR

DIGITAL
DISTRIBUTION

OPEN RATE

PAGE VIEWS

textileinsightextra.com Digital Newsletter
Frequency

Top Banner

Side Box

3x

$2,500

$2,000

6x

$4,000

$3,200

12x

$7,000

$5,600

textileinsightextra.com Sponsored Content Block
Ad Size

Sponsored Content Block (Advertorial + Web Ad)
Statistics source: Google Analytics October, 2019 - October, 2020

textileinsightextra.com

Per issue

$2,500
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Textile Insight Magazine
Web Site
textileinsight.com

Textile Insight Magazine Website
Duration

Top Banner

Side Box

3 Months

$1,500

$1,000

6 Months

$2,750

$2,000

12 Months

$5,000

$4,000

Textile Insight Magazine E-Delivery Notification

Per issue

Side Box

$350

Banner

$500

Sponsored Content Block (Advertorial + Web Ad)

$2,500

3,100+
DIGITAL
DISTRIBUTION

Sponsored Content Email Campaign
Ad Size

Per issue

Sponsored Content Block + Advertorial

$2,000

textileinsight.com

PAGE VIEWS

(6x per year)

Ad Size

Statistics source: Google Analytics October, 2019 - October, 2020

15,200+
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